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Classification of complete N = 2
supersymmetric theories in 4 dimensions
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Abstract. We define the notion of a complete N = 2 supersymmetric
theory in 4 dimensions as one which has a maximal allowed dimension
for a UV complete moduli space for the coupling constants, masses and
Coulomb branch parameters. We classify all such theories whose BPS
spectrum can be obtained via a quiver diagram. This is done using
the 4d/2d correspondence and by showing that such complete N = 2
theories map to quivers of finite mutation type. The list of such theories
is given by the Gaiotto theories consisting of two 5-branes wrapping
Riemann surfaces with punctures, as well as 11 additional exceptional
cases, which we identify.
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1. Introduction

Supersymmetric gauge theories with high enough number of supersym-
metries are relatively rigid. For example N = 4 supersymmetric theories
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in 4 dimensions are completely classified by the choice of the gauge group.
However, the ones with lower number of supersymmetries are more flexible.
In particular N = 1 theories in 4 dimensions are far from being classified.
An interesting intermediate case in four dimensions arises for N = 2 theo-
ries, which are in some ways partially rigid, but still not rigid enough to be
trivially classified. A large class of these theories are constructed as gauge
theories with matter field representations, consistent with asymptotic free-
dom. On the other hand it is known that there are additional N = 2 theories,
that can be obtained from string theory, but which are not easily obtained
from gauge theories. These include N = 2 theories with exceptional symme-
try groups obtained from 3-brane probes of F-theory, as well as ones which
arise from singularities of Calabi-Yau compactifications of type II strings. It
is thus natural to ask to what extent we can classify all UV complete N = 2
theories in 4 dimensions.

A similar question arises in 2 dimensional theories with N = 2 super-
symmetry. In that case a program for their classification was initiated in [1]
based on their BPS soliton/kink spectra. For example it was shown that a
theory with two vacua can have only 1 or 2 solitons connecting the two, and
the two theories were identified with cubic LG theories and CP1 sigma mod-
els respectively. The data of the 2d kinks are universal, except that as one
changes the parameters of the theory, there could be jumps in the number of
BPS states, which are easily computable. This computable change of data of
the BPS kinks in 2d will be called a ‘mutation’. Four dimensional theories
with N = 2 also have an interesting set of BPS states, which in a sense
characterize the theory. Moreover for typical such theories, there is an asso-
ciated supersymmetric quantum mechanical quiver (with 4 supercharges),
whose ground states correspond to such BPS states. It was proposed in [2]
that the classification problem for N = 2 theories in 2d and 4d are linked.
The basic idea is that N = 2 theories in 4d can be engineered in terms of
type II string theories. And the type II theories will have an associated 2d
worldsheet theory with N = 2 supersymmetry, which has, in addition to 2d
Liouville field, a massive N = 2 theory (for fixed value of Liouville field)
with central charge ĉ ≤ 2. Moreover the BPS quiver of the 4d theory was
mapped to the vacua and soliton data of the 2d theory. In particular the
nodes of the 4d BPS quiver were mapped to vacua of the 2d theory, and
the bifundamentals of the quiver, were mapped to solitons connecting the
pairs of vacua. Moreover the mutation of the 2d quiver gets mapped to the
analogs of Seiberg-like dualities for the supersymmetrical quantum mechan-
ics which gives the number of solitons in different chambers of the 4d theory.
Even though this 4d/2d correspondence was not proven in general, it was
checked in a number of non-trivial cases and in this paper we continue to
assume this holds generally and use it to classify 4d theories with N = 2
supersymmetry.

Classification of 2d theories with N = 2 supersymmetry with ĉ ≤ 2
is already very non-trivial. However, we can refine our classification, by
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asking if a natural subclass can be defined from the 4d point of view that
can be effectively classified using this correspondence. In this paper we
find that there is one natural condition from 4d perspective that can be
defined and be classified in this way: We define the notion of ‘complete’
N = 2 supersymmetric theories, as those whose Coulomb branch allows
arbitrary deformations compatible with its symmetries. If we have a U(1)r

gauge symmetry at a generic point on Coulomb branch, and a rank f
flavor symmetry, the BPS lattice is 2r + f dimensional, corresponding to
(electric, magnetic, flavor) charges. The maximal allowed deformation we
would imagine in this case is 2r + f complex dimensional, corresponding
to arbitrary local variations of the central charges of the BPS lattice. This
could come from r Coulomb branch parameters, f masses, and r coupling
constants of the U(1)r theory. Note, however, that this is not always possible.
For example for an SU(r + 1) gauge group, we have r Coulomb branch
parameters, but only 1 coupling constant, and not r independent ones.
On the other hand, the product of SU(2) theories with asymptotically free
matter representation is ‘complete’ in the above sense, because each SU(2)
can have its own coupling constant. We will argue that this criteria for
‘completeness’ maps to 2d theories with ĉ ≤ 1. Moreover, the corresponding
BPS quivers have a finite number of elements in the mutation orbit. In
other words, they are of finite mutation type. Since the quivers of finite
mutation types have been classified mathematically [3–5], we can identify
the corresponding theories.

The quivers of finite mutation type turn out to come in two types: They
are either associated to a Riemann surface with punctures (with extra data
at the punctures), or they belong to one of the 11 exceptional cases. The ones
associated to Riemann surfaces get mapped to (generalized) Gaiotto theories
with two five branes wrapping the corresponding Riemann surfaces. The 2d
version of them correspond to Landau-Ginzburg theories whose fields live on
Riemmann surface, with a superpotential with specified poles. Nine of the
eleven exceptional cases correspond to type IIB on certain local Calabi-Yau
singularities (three of them can also be viewed as an M5 brane wrapping a
specific singular curve). These again map to 2d Landau-Ginzburg theories
with ĉ = 1 and their deformations, as well as the exceptional minimal N = 2
LG models. The last two correspond to a massive deformation of the genus
2 Gaiotto theory without punctures, and a certain limit of it. The 2d version
of these last two theories is not known. It is remarkable that all complete
N = 2 gauge theories that admit a quiver realization for their BPS states
are classifiable, and even more surprisingly identifiable! This gives further
motivation for an even more complete classification of N = 2 theories by
relaxing the completeness criteria.

The organization of the remainder of this paper is as follows: In section
2 we discuss the general notion of quivers relevant for finding the BPS states
of 4d, N = 2 theories. In section 3 we give a definition of complete N = 2
theories. In section 4 we review the 4d/2d correspondence advanced in [2].
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In section 5 we discuss why the complete N = 2 theories map to quivers of
finite mutation type and review the mathematical classification of quivers
of finite mutation type. In section 6 we identify the class corresponding to
Riemann surfaces with punctures. In section 7 we identify the exceptional
ones. In section 8 we identify the conformal subset. In section 9 we discuss
some physical properties of the N = 2 models corresponding to the ADE
affine quivers. Finally in section 10 we present our conclusions. Appendices
A and B deal with certain technical computations.

2. BPS quivers

Quivers have been studied in the context of supersymmetric gauge the-
ories in two different ways. In one context one uses them to describe gauge
theories with products of U(Ni), one factor group per node, with bifunda-
mental matter being captured by links between nodes. In another approach,
one uses quiver to describe BPS states of supersymmetric gauge theories. In
this context [6,7] one is considering a supersymmetric quantum mechanics,
again with the U(Ni) gauge groups at the nodes and bifundamental matter.
In this latter sense, each node corresponds to an elementary BPS state and
one considers all possible ranks Ni for the gauge groups. Then normalizable
zero modes for the quantum mechanics signify BPS bound states with the
quantum numbers of Ni copies of each elementary state. It is this second
sense of quivers that would be of interest in the present paper. We shall call
the quivers interpreted in this sense the BPS quivers.

Let us give examples of BPS quivers. Consider for example type IIA
in the presence of An−1 singularity. We model this by C2/Zn. As it is well
known [6], if we consider BPS states for this geometry we end up with
the An−1 quiver, corresponding to a supersymmetric quantum mechanical
problem with 8 supercharges. The bound states of this theory correspond to
the roots of SU(n). These are the BPS states which complete the U(1)n−1

vector bosons to an SU(n) vector multiplet. These BPS states correspond
to D2 branes wrapped over the 2-cycles of this geometry. Other examples,
more relevant for this paper, are the local Calabi-Yau threefolds. For example
consider type IIA in the geometry of C3/Z3. Then the corresponding BPS
states are given by the quiver consisting of 3 nodes with three directed arrows
(see Fig.(2.1)):
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This theory corresponds to a supersymmetric quantum mechanical prob-
lem with 4 supercharges (the same number as N = 1 in 4d) which captures
the BPS states of the N = 2 theory in 4d. The presence of three nodes
reflects the fact that this theory can have bound states of D0, D2 and D4
branes, and for each of them there is only one allowed topological class. Each
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node corresponds to a linear combination of these three charges. Note that,
for generic ranks at each node, the number of incoming and outgoing arrows
at each node are not equal. Of course this is not a problem for the quantum
mechanical system (unlike the 4d case, where the same quiver would lead
to an anomalous gauge theory unless the rank of the three nodes are the
same). In addition to the quiver, this theory also has a superpotential. In
principle for each closed loop we can introduce a term in the superpotential,
and this theory indeed does have a superpotential of the form

W = εijkε
IJK Tr(Ai

IA
j
JAk

K)

Where the Ai
I label the 3 × 3 bifundamental matter. In addition the

supersymmetric ground states of the quantum mechanics depend on the
choice of the FI parameters for each node, which depend on the choice
of moduli. Moreover as we change the moduli sometimes the BPS quiver
undergoes Seiberg-like dualities, known as mutations. In this way, one of
the nodes is replaced by a dual node (corresponding to reversing the charge
of that node), reversing the direction of the arrows to that node, replacing
the corresponding bifundamentals from node i, qi, q̃i → Qi, Q̃i, and adding
to the new dual theory all the meson fields which pass through the node
Mij . In addition one needs to add, a term to the superpotential given by

δW = QiMijQ̃j .

The ground states of the new quiver may be different from that of the
old one, related to it by a suitable wall-crossing formula, as in [8–12].

There is another general fact which follows from the geometry of the
D-branes. As we noted, each node of the quiver corresponds to a BPS
state, which one can imagine as a brane wrapped over a cycle. If we have
two nodes, corresponding to two different BPS states, clearly there will be
bifundamental strings at the intersections of the branes. Thus we expect the
net number of bifundamentals between two nodes to be given by the inner
product of the corresponding classes.

So far we have given examples of simple quivers which arise from
orbifolding. However it is known that many other N = 2 theories in 4d
also have a BPS quiver. For example it is known that the BPS quiver for
the pure SU(2) gauge theory is given by the affine Dynkin diagram Â1 [7].
In fact this can simply be deduced by the condition that one is looking
for a basis of the BPS states which can generate all the other by positive
linear combinations (up to overall conjugation). Inside the curve of marginal
stability, we know that there are only two BPS states, given by a monopole
with (electric, magnetic) charge given by

α0 = (0, 1)

and a dyon with inner product two with the monopole, given by

α1 = (2,−1)
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Note that the electro-magnetic inner product given by

(e1, m1) · (e2, m2) = e1m2 − m1e2

in this case yields
α1 · α0 = 2

Thus we obtain the quiver of the SU(2) theory as given by the (oriented)
affine Dynkin diagram1 Â1:

(2.2) α0 α1��

��

The two nodes of the quiver have FI-terms. The U(1) part of the D-term
for this quantum mechanical problem will involve

(|q1|2 + |q2|2 + (f0 − f1))2

where qi denote the two bifundamentals, and fi denote the FI D-term for
each of the two nodes. It is clear that for one sign of the FI term there is no
ground state. This means that the only ground state arises when one of the
two nodes has zero rank, and so we will not have any qi fields. As we change
the sign of FI-term we cross the curve of marginal stability, and now we can
have a bound state.

The ground states of this theory have been studied by mathematicians
[13–17] in relation with the representations of quivers. See refs. [7,18–21]
for discussions in the physical literature. For this case it was shown that the
only allowed representations will have charges given by

(2.3) α0 + n(α0 + α1) or α0 + α1.

The first series corresponds to dyons in the weak coupling region and the
latter correspond to the massive W boson [7,21]. Physically this result is
obtained by analyzing the D–term equation [7,18–21]; we shall review the
argument in a more general context in §. 2.2.

Encouraged by this example, and assuming there is a quiver description,
we can come up with a unique possibility for each matter representation of
SU(2). For example consider adding a quark in the fundamental represen-
tation. Let us consider the regime given by large quark mass. In this limit
the massive field decouples without affecting the bound state structure for
the pure SU(2). So we would still have the light degrees of freedom cap-
tured by the Â1. On the other hand we have in addition two massive fields
which should now be read off from the quiver as well. These two have elec-
tric/magnetic charges given by (1, 0), (−1, 0). In addition they both carry a
charge +1 under the additional U(1) flavor symmetry. We need to add one
of these two to generate all the fields in terms of them. We note that since

1 In the math literature the quiver corresponding to the affne ̂A1 Dynkin diagram
with both arrows in the same direction is called the Kronecker quiver.
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α0 + α1 = (2, 0), adding the (−1, 0) as a new node for the quiver, would
allow us to obtain the (1, 0) state using positive combination of the three
nodes. Thus we end up with the proposed node charges for this theory given
by

(0, 1), (2,−1), (−1, 0)
leading to the quiver

(2.4)
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We will later present evidence that this quiver correctly reproduces
the BPS states for SU(2) with one fundamental field. If we change the
matter representation to spin j, we get the same quiver except with 2j
lines connecting the extra node with the first two nodes. This is because
the additional node needed to generate all the BPS states is simply given
by (−2j, 0). In particular for the N = 2∗ model, corresponding to mass
deformations of the SU(2) N = 4 theory, we obtain:

(2.5)
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(a.k.a.Markov quiver).

Similarly for Nf fundamentals, by the same decoupling argument applied
to Nf very massive quarks, we get the quiver obtained by adding Nf nodes
each of which is connected to the original two nodes in the same way (i.e.
by single arrows making oriented triangles together with the SU(2) double
arrow):

(2.6)
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Since the BPS quiver captures the BPS degeneracies, it is natural to
believe that the quiver completely captures the corresponding N = 2
theory. In particular, it is natural to assume that, with generic enough
superpotential for the quiver, the resulting ground states are universal and
insensitive to the precise choice of the superpotential. Moreover changing
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the FI–terms may result in wall–crossing phenomena, but should not be
necessary to specify the N = 2 theories if we are to study them up to
moduli deformation.

The characterization of 4d, N = 2 theories using quivers is very powerful.
This shifts the classification of N = 2 theories to classification of allowed
quivers up to mutations. But we have to first come up with a more precise
criterion of what we mean by a BPS quiver, and also whether all N = 2
theories admit such a decription for their BPS states.

2.1. Generalities of quivers. Consider an N = 2 theory in 4 dimen-
sions which at a generic point on the Coulomb branch has an abelian rank
r gauge symmetry U(1)r. In addition we assume the theory has a rank f
flavor symmetry group given by U(1)f for generic values of mass deforma-
tions. Then the total rank D of the charges determining the BPS mass of
the N = 2 theory is given by

D = 2r + f

given by r electric, r magnetic and f flavor charges. The set of BPS states
should thus include at least 2r+f states. We say an N = 2 supersymmetric
gauge theory admits a BPS quiver, if the following conditions are satisfied:

1) There are 2r + f BPS hypermultiplets with charges αi ∈ Γ2r+f with
spin 0, with their N = 2 central charge lying on the same half plane, and
such that all the BPS states are given by a positive linear combination of
them, up to an overall conjugation. In other words, if there is a BPS particle
of charge β, then

β = ±
2r+f∑
i=1

ni αi

where ni ≥ 0.
2) There is a quiver supersymmetric quantum mechanics with 4 super-

charges, and 2r + f nodes, with unitary gauge groups on each node, such
that as we vary the ranks of the unitary group, the ground states of the the-
ory are in 1–1 correspondence with the BPS states. Moreover the nodes are
in 1–1 correspondence with the BPS states with charges αi, and the ground
states corresponding to the supersymmetric quantum mechanics with gauge
group

∏
U(ni) corresponds to state(s) with charge β =

∑
i ni αi.

3) The number of bi-fundamental between the nodes i, j is given by the
electro-magnetic skew–symmetric inner product αi · αj .

4) As we change the parameters of the theory, and in particular when
one of the central charges Z(αi) is about to exit the same half plane as the
other α’s, we replace the corresponding BPS generator αi with the conjugate
state with charge −αi. Furthermore we replace all the other BPS states with
charge αj which have positive inner product nij with αi with other BPS
generators having charge

α′
j = αj + nij αi
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leading to a new quiver which is mutated (see sect. 5.2 for more details).
Above we have seen examples of N = 2 theories for which there is a

quiver description. Note that whether an N = 2 theory admits a quiver
description may and in fact does depend on which point on its moduli space
we are. An example of this is the N = 2∗ theory, say for the SU(2) gauge
group. As we have indicated for sufficiently large mass for the adjoint matter,
there is a quiver description. However, if the mass is turned off we obtain an
N = 4 gauge theory. It is easy to see that for this value of moduli the N = 2∗

theory cannot admit a quiver realization. The reason is that we would need
to come up with three BPS states (since r = 1, f = 1) whose positive span
contains all the BPS charges. On the other hand we know that the BPS states
of N = 4 are given by one hypermultiplet and one vector multiplet (in the
N = 2 counting) for each relatively prime p, q with electromagnetic charge
(p, q). Clearly this cannot be given by the positive span of three vectors
which are in the same half-plane. In fact quite generally if we consider the
phase of the central charge of N = 2 BPS states, the condition that they be
spanned by a finite number of BPS states implies that the phases of BPS
central charges do not form a dense subset of the circle, which is not the case
for this theory. Thus we have learned that there are some N = 2 theories
which have BPS quivers in some region of the moduli but not at all points
on the moduli.

From this example one may be tempted to conclude that all the N = 2
theories have at least some points on their moduli where there is a BPS
quiver description. However, this turns out not to be the case. In face all the
Gaiotto theories of rank 2 with g > 2 and with no punctures are believed
to be of this type [24, 25]. These theories admit no mass deformation,
and in some sense are the analog of the N = 2∗ at m = 0 which are
permanently stuck there. The case of g = 2 with no punctures is different.
In one duality frame, that theory corresponds to an SU(2)3 theory with
two half-hypermultiplets in (2,2,2). The two half-hypermultiplets, form one
full hypermultiplet and that can receive a mass (though its IR Seiberg-
Witten geometry, unlike the m = 0 point which is given by Gaiotto curve,
is unknown). It is natural to conjecture that all the N = 2 theories whose
BPS phases do not form a dense subspace of the circle admit a BPS quiver
description at such points in moduli (of course as discussed this is a necessary
condition).

Given a BPS quiver, we can read off r, f as follows: Consider the skew-
symmetric matrix which we can read off from the quiver links, that is
Bij = αi · αj . The rank of B is 2r while f is the corank of B, i.e.D − 2r.

2.2. BPS spectra and representation theory. The BPS spectrum
of a N = 2 may also be understood in terms of the representation theory of
the associated quiver Q [6,7,18–21]. A representation associates a vector

space Vi to each node i of Q and a linear map Vi
φa−→ Vj to each arrow

i
a−→ j. We write di = dimVi (i = 1 . . . , D) for the dimension vector of the
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representation; in terms of quiver quantum mechanics, di corresponds to the
rank Ni of the gauge group at the i–th node.

As a first example, consider the BPS spectrum of the ADE Argyres–
Douglas theories determined2 in [2, 26]. The quiver Qg of these theories
is simply the Dynkin diagram of the associated Lie algebra g ∈ ADE
with some orientation of the edges (all orientations being equivalent up
to mutation [27]), so that the charge lattice gets identified with the root
lattice of g, Γ �

∑
i Z αi. The ADE Argyres–Douglas theories have two3

special4 chambers, (S) and (W), having a finite BPS spectrum consisting,
respectively, in

(S): one BPS hypermultiplet for each simple root with charge vector
αi;

(W): one BPS hypermultiplet for each positive root of g with charge
vector the same positive root

∑
i ni αi, (ni ≥ 0).

This result may be understood in terms of the Gabriel theorem [15–17]
which puts the above Argyres–Douglas models in one–to–one correspon-
dence with the quivers having finitely many non–isomorphic indecompos-
able representations. The Gabriel map sends the representation of a Dynkin
quiver with dimension vector di into the element of the root lattice

∑
i di αi ∈

Γg. Under this map, the simple representations correspond to the simple
roots αi, and the indecomposable representations to the positive roots.

Gabriel theorem has being generalized to arbitrary quivers by Kac [13].
So the charge lattice may be always identified with the root lattice of some
Lie algebra, and stable BPS states are mapped to positive roots under
this identification. Real positive roots correspond to rigid indecomposable
representation (no continuous moduli) so they are naturally related to BPS
hypermultiplets; imaginary positive roots have moduli so, in general, they
correspond to higher spin BPS multiplets. Which positive roots actually
correspond to stable BPS particles depends on the particular chamber.
Concretely, given a quiver Q we consider the central charge function Z(·)
which associates to a representation R, having dimension vector di(R), the
complex number Z(R) =

∑
i di(R) Zi, where arg Zi ∈ [0, π[. We say that a

representation R is stable (with respect to the given Z(·)) if [22]

(2.7) arg Z(S) < arg Z(R)

for all proper subrepresentations S of R (this condition is called Π–stability
in [18, 19]). Physically, this is the requirement that the BPS state of
charge vector

∑
i di(R) αi cannot decay into states having charge

∑
i di(S) αi

because there is no phase space.

2 See [22] Corollary 1.7 for an equivalent mathematical statement.
3 In fact many such chambers corresponding to different orientations of the Dynkin

graph. These chambers have the same spectrum but differ for the BPS phase order [2].
See also appendix A.

4 For rank g > 2 there are other BPS chambers as well. The BPS spectrum is always
finite.
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Notice that simple representations, associated to the simple roots αi,
correspond to BPS hypermultiplets which are stable in all chambers. The
existence of such a spanning set of universally stable hypermultiplets is a
necessary condition for the N = 2 theory to admit a quiver in the present
sense.

As anticipated above, this representation–theoretical stability condition
may be understood from the quiver quantum mechanics viewpoint as a
consequence of the D–term equation in presence of FI terms which depend
on the given central charges Zj = mj eiθj . Without changing the chamber,
we may assume that the arg Zi’s are all very close together. Then, if
arg Z(R) = α,

Z(S)/Z(R) =

∑
j dj(S) mj ei(θj−α)

|Z(R)|

≈ 1
|Z(R)|

(∑
j

dj(S) mj + i
∑

j

dj(S) mj (θj − α)
)

= r1 +
i

|Z(R)|
∑

j

dj(S) ϑj

(2.8)

where r1 is real positive and ϑj = mj(θj − α). Thus the stability condition
(2.7) is equivalent to the condition that

(2.9)
∑

i

dj(S) ϑj < 0

for all proper subrepresentations S of R (this condition is called ϑ–stability
[14]). A theorem by King (Proposition 6.5 of [14]) states that an indecom-
posable representation R is ϑ–stable if and only if it satisfies the equation

(2.10)
∑

t(α)=j

Φ†
αΦα −

∑
h(α)=j

ΦαΦ†
α = ϑj 1,

which is the D–term equation in presence of the FI terms ϑj .

After the ADE Argyres–Douglas models, the next simplest instances are
the N = 2 theories having a quiver Q whose underlying graph is an affine
ÂD̂Ê Dynkin diagram with arrows oriented in such a way that there are no
oriented cycles. Up to equivalence, the affine quivers are

(1) Â(p, q), with p ≥ q ≥ 1, corresponding to the Âp+q−1 Dynkin
diagram oriented in such a way that p arrows point in the positive
direction and q in the negative one. We exclude q = 0 since
Â(p, 0) ∼ Dp and we get back a Argyres–Douglas model;

(2) D̂r, Ê6, Ê7, and Ê8. In these cases, since the Dynkin diagram is a
tree, all orientations are mutation equivalent.

The charge lattice is identified with the root lattice Γĝ, and the only charge
vectors which may possibly correspond to stable BPS states are:

• real positive roots ⇒ BPS hypermultiplets;
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• the indivisible imaginary root δ ⇒ BPS vector–multiplet.

In particular, in any BPS chamber, we have at most one vector; indeed one
of the result of the present paper is that affine N = 2 theories correspond
to a single SU(2) SYM coupled to a vector–less N = 2 system.

The simple roots are always stable. In fact, there exists a chamber,
corresponding to the strong coupling regime, in which the only states are
those associated to the simple roots5. Indeed, we may number the nodes of
an affine quiver, without oriented cycles, from 1 to D in such a way that
each vertex i is a source in the full subquiver of vertices 1, · · · , i [22,23]. In
this numeration, if we have

(2.11) arg Z1 < arg Z2 < · · · < arg ZD

we see recursively that the indecomposable are just the simple roots.
In the weak coupling regime the state associated to δ, i.e. the W–boson,

is stable together with a tower of hypermultiplets corresponding to a certain
subset of Δre

+ .
We close this section by checking these predictions for SU(2) N = 2

SQCD with Nf = 0, 1, 2, 3 fundamental hypermultiplets [24, 30, 31]. The
case Nf = 0, corresponding to the quiver Â(1, 1), was already discussed
around eqn.(2.2). It is easy to check that the stable representations in the
weak coupling chamber, namely δ and the real positive roots, correspond to
the BPS states present in the physical spectrum [21,22].

Nf = 1

Mutating6 the Nf = 1 quiver (2.6) at the hypermultiplet vertex (indi-
cated by a curled arrow in the figure) we get the affine Â2(2, 1) quiver

(2.12)
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�� ��

•��
��
��
��
��

•

��													

−→

α1 ��

��

α2

����
��
��
��
��
��
�

α0

One has 2e ≡ δ = α0 + α1 + α2 while the flavor charge is proportional
to f = α2 − (α0 + α1), so in terms of the usual charges (e, m, f) the affine
simple roots are

(2.13) α0 = (0, 1,−1), α1 = (1,−1, 0), α2 = (1, 0, 1).

5 For an argument along the lines of [2], see appendix A.
6 Detailed definitions of the quiver mutations are given in section 5.2.
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which is the correct strong coupling spectrum. The known weak coupling
spectrum is also consistent with representation theory.

Nf = 2

Mutating the Nf = 2 quiver (2.6) at both hypermultiplet vertices we get
the affine Â3(2, 2) quiver

(2.14)

• ��

��

•

��
• �� •

Again, the strong coupling BPS spectrum is given by four hypermultiplets
of charges α0, α1, α2, α3. In the weak coupling we have a vector multiplet of
charge α0 + α1 + α2 + α3 and a tower of BPS hypermultiplets whose charge
vectors belong to Δre

+(Â3).

Nf = 3

Mutating the Nf = 3 quiver one gets the D̂4 affine quiver

•

• •��

��

��

��

•

•

(2.15)

Again, the strong coupling spectrum consist of five hypermultiplets with
charge vectors α0, α1, α2, α3, α4, while in the weak coupling we have one
BPS vector multiplet with charge vector

(2.16)
∑
i�=1

αi + 2 α1,

where α1 is the simple root associated to the central node in (2.15), and the
usual tower of dyons with charge vectors in Δre

+(D̂4).

3. Definition of complete N = 2 theories

In this section we motivate the definition of a special class of N = 2
theories which we will call ‘complete N = 2 gauge theories’. Consider an
N = 2 theory with D = 2r + f BPS charges. This in particular means that
we have D central charges Zi ∈ C, with i = 1, ..., D which appear in the
BPS algebra. It is natural to ask if they can be arbitrarily varied. In other
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words we are asking if the map from the moduli space M to D-dimensional
complex plane, giveny by the central charges,

Z : M → CD

is at least locally onto. For this to happen we need to have at least D complex
parameters in the moduli space M of the theory. Quite generally we can
identify r complex parameters with labelling the Coulomb branch, and f
parameters for varying the masses. In addition there could be additional
coupling constants. In order to vary the central charges independently, we
need at least r additional parameters. This suggests that if we can in addition
vary the r coupling constants of the theory independently, then we have a
complete N = 2 theory. Note that this latter condition may not be possible
in general. For example, for SU(N) gauge theory we expect only one coupling
constant but r = N − 1 dimensional Coulomb branch. We can in principle
formally deform the coupling constants of the U(1)’s in the IR, but there is
no guarantee that there is a UV complete theory which allows this (in fact
we will argue in this paper that this is not possible). Moreover, there are
some N = 2 theories which do not even have a freedom to vary one coupling
constant. For example the Minahan–Nemeschansky theories [32,33] are of
this type, where the coupling constant is completely fixed by the masses and
the point on the Coulomb branch.

On the other hand it is clear that an N = 2 theory consisting of
asymptotically free matter spectrum with a gauge group G = SU(2)⊗r

is complete in the above sense, because we have r couplings, r Coulomb
branch parameters, and one mass parameter for each matter representation.
In particular all the rank 2 Gaiotto theories [34] are complete in this sense.
One can also ask if the dimension of M can be bigger than D. This is
in principle possible, because the coupling constants of a U(1)r theory is a
symmetric complex r×r matrix, which has (r2+r)/2 entries. Nevertheless we
will later argue that the dimension of M is at most D, which gets saturated
by complete theories.

The question we pose is the classification of all complete N = 2 gauge
theories which admit a BPS quiver. In order to accomplish this, we will use
the 4d/2d correspondence of [2] that we will review in the next section.

4. 4d-2d correspondence reviewed

There has been a number of links between 4d N = 2 theories and 2d
QFT’s. In particular two such correspondences were suggested in [2]. In this
section we review one of those conjectured correspondences, which proves
important for our applications.

This duality maps 4d theories with N = 2 supersymmetry (with 8
supercharges) to 2d theories with N = 2 (with 4 supercharges). The specific
case where the map can be demonstrated explicitly is for N = 2 theories in
4d which can be constructed in type II strings on local Calabi-Yau manifolds.
The idea is that the worldsheet of the type II strings involves an N = 2
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superconformal theory, with ĉ = 3. Furthermore when the 4d N = 2 theory
can be decoupled from gravity, one is discussing the geometry near a local
singularity of Calabi-Yau. In such a case, one can expect that the theory
has a Liouville field, and that the N = 2 worldsheet theory decomposes
to a mixed product of the Liouville field and an N = 2 2d QFT. The
accompanying N = 2 QFT may be massive or conformal, which can be read
off by freezing the value of the Liouville field. This worldsheet N = 2 theory
could be massive without contradiction as its coupling to Liouville can make
it conformal. Moreover, since the central charge of the Liouville is ĉ ≥ 1,
this implies that the central charge of the accompanying 2d theory is ĉ ≤ 2.

An example of this is the following: Consider again type IIA on the
local Calabi-Yau threefold given by C3/Z3 or its blow ups, which is the
total space of O(−3) line bundle over P2. Then the worldsheet theory has a
mirror Landau-Ginzburg description given by [35,36],

W = exp(−Y1) + exp(−Y2) + exp(−Y3) + exp(+Y1 + Y2 − 3Y3) exp(−t)

where Yi are chiral C∗ valued superfields, and t denotes the complexified
Kahler class of P2. We can treat an overall shift of Y as a Liouville field.
Fixing that, will yield a theory with one less field given by

W = exp(−Y3)
[
exp(−Y ′

1) + exp(−Y ′
2) + 1 + exp(Y ′

1 + Y ′
2) exp(−t)

]
= exp(−Y3) · W ′(Y ′

1 , Y
′
2)

where
Y ′

1 = Y1 − Y3, Y
′
2 = Y2 − Y3

One recognize W ′(Y ′
1 , Y

′
2) as the superpotential for massive 2d theory which

is the mirror of sigma model to P2 [1,35].
Similarly, if we consider the type IIA on a Calabi-Yau corresponding to

C2/Z2 × Z2 or its blow up, the total space of the O(−2,−2) bundle over
P1 × P1 similar manipulations (see [36]) will yield a factor W ′ given by

W ′ = exp(−X1) + exp(X1) exp(−t1) + exp(−X2) + exp(X2) exp(−t2) + 1

where the ti are the two complexified Kahler classes of the P1’s. Again, one
recognizes W ′ as the mirror to the 2d sigma model on P1 × P1. By taking a
special limit (corresponding to taking one of the P1’s much larger than the
other) leads to geometric engineering of N = 2 pure SU(2) in 4 dimensions,
leading to a 2d factor with superpotential (after an overall rescaling of W’)

W ′ → exp(−X1) + exp(+X1) + X ′2
2 + u

where one recognizes W ′ = 0 as the SW curve for the pure SU(2) theory.
This 2d factor is equivalent to the mirror of the sigma model on P1 (where
the X ′

2 part gives a trivial massive theory).
From these examples the general idea emerges that at least for all the

N = 2 theories which can be engineered in type II strings, we would
obtain an accompanying 2d N = 2 theory which is the factor of the
worldsheet theory. However, there is more to this map. The BPS quivers
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of the 4d theories naturally encode the soliton data of the corresponding
2d theory. The nodes of the 4d BPS quiver map to the 2d vacua, and the
lines connecting them map to the soliton between them.7 In particular we
recognize the 4d BPS quiver of the C3/Z3 model as encoding the three vacua
of the P2 model and the corresponding bifundamentals as mapping to the
kinks connecting them, and similarly that of the C2/Z2 × Z2, which maps
to the 2d data of the P1 × P1 sigma model. Another example is the theory
corresponding to N = 2 theory for the pure SU(2). As we just saw the
corresponding 2d theory corresponds to the sigma model on P1. This massive
theory has two vacua and two solitons between the two. This is exactly the
structure of the quiver for the SU(2) theory as we already discussed.

The idea for this map is that there are canonical D-branes associated
to LG vacua, as discussed in [36], corresponding to Lagrangian subspaces
of LG. These we can identify with the worldsheet description of the BPS
states. Moreover the intersection pairing between these Lagrangian cycles
in 2d was mapped in [36] to the number of kinks connecting the vacua. On
the other hand the intersection of D-branes give bifundamental fields, thus
explaining this connection.

Based on many such examples it was suggested in [2] that for every
N = 2 theory in 4d, there is an associated 2d theory with N = 2
supersymmetry. Moreover it was proposed that the quiver of the 4d theory
get mapped to the vacua and kink structure of the 2d theory. On the
other hand we know that not every 4d theory has a quiver description.
This actually has a 2d counterpart: Not every 2d theory has isolated vacua
and kinks between them. Thus the 4d/2d correspondence is more general
than the map between their associated quivers. In this paper we assume
the validity of this correspondence and use it to classify complete N = 2
theories in 4d, which were defined in the previous section.

5. Complete N = 2 theories and quivers of finite mutation type

In this section we argue that complete N = 2 theories in 4d are mapped
to 2d theories with ĉ ≤ 1 in the UV. We will be interested in the case where
both theories admit a quiver, though we believe the map is more general.
Furthermore we review the mathematical classification of quivers of finite
mutation type.

5.1. Completeness and finiteness of mutation type. The basic
idea for showing the connection between completeness and finiteness of
mutation type for the quiver is very simple: First we will assume that the 4d
theory admits a BPS quiver. In such a case we are looking for theories whose
dimension of moduli space is equal to the number of nodes. On the other
hand, mapping this theory to 2d, and identifying the nodes, with vacua, it
means that we are looking for 2d theories which have as many deformations

7 The extra data of orientation of the arrows is also encoded in the 2d theory in an
implicit way, as we discuss later in the context of examples.
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as the number of massive vacua. For 2d theories, with N = 2 we know that,
in the UV, the number of allowed deformations is given by the number of
operators with dimension less than or equal to 1, i.e. relevant or marginal
operators. On the other hand there are as many chiral fields as the vacua,
with the highest chiral field having dimension ĉ. Since the dimension of
deformations is equal to the number of vacua, this means all chiral fields
can be used to deform it, including the one with maximal dimension. But
given the bound on the allowable deformations, this implies that ĉ ≤ 1.

On the other hand we can ask the question of what kinds of quivers are
allowed for 2d theories with ĉ ≤ 1. We argue that these must have a finite
mutation type. In other words, there cannot be infinitely many mutation
orbits of the quiver. Indeed, as noted before, the mutation of the quiver
maps to wall crossing for the 2d BPS states. But since we have as many
parameters to vary as the number of vacua, we can use this freedom to
induce arbitrary wall crossings for the 2d theory. On the other hand each
wall crossing leads to a mutation of the quiver. Thus arbitrary mutations of
the quiver are physically realized. Moreover since we have enough parameters
we can decouple as many vacua as we wish. In particular we can decouple
all vacua except for any fixed pair. In this way we end up with a theory
with only two vacua with some kinks between them. It is known [1] that the
number of kinks between them is less than or equal to 2 for the theory to
exist. This implies that no matter what quiver mutations we consider, the
number of links between any pair cannot grow more than 2 for complete
N = 2 theories. This in particular implies that the quivers of complete
N = 2 theories should be finite in number (otherwise this number would
grow at least for a pair of vacua).

It turns out that the quivers of finite mutation type have been classified
by mathematicians [3–5]. Of course from what we have said above, we need
to further restrict to quivers where there is no more than two links between
any pairs of nodes. This turns out to be automatically true for all quivers
of finite mutation type with more than two nodes and so we do not need to
further impose this condition.

On the other hand for quivers with two nodes, we need to restrict to
ones with less than three links.

Of course it is not clear that all the quivers of finite mutation type (apart
from the restriction for the two node case) do arise for some complete N = 2
gauge theory. We have only shown that complete gauge theories lead to
finite mutation type quivers. Nevertheless we show this is also sufficient and
identify each finite mutation type quivers with a unique N = 2 theory in 4d.
Before doing so, in the next subsection we review the mathematical result
for classification of quivers of finite mutation type.

5.2. Quivers of finite mutation type. The class of quivers of inter-
ests in N = 2 theories are the ‘2–acyclic’, namely the ones without loops
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(arrows which start and end in the same node) and no arrows with oppo-
site orientations between the same two nodes. Physically this is because a
loop corresponds to an adjoint matter which can be given mass and thus
disappear from consideration of BPS spectrum. For the same reason only
the net number of bi-fundamentals between pairs of nodes enter the discus-
sion because the others can be paired up by superpotential mass terms and
disappear from the study of ground states of the SQM. In this paper when
we discuss quivers we restrict to this class. Specifying such a quiver Q with
D nodes is equivalent to giving an integral D × D skew–symmetric matrix
B (called the exchange matrix ) whose (i, j) entry is equal to the number
of arrows from the i–th node to the j–th one (a negative number meaning
arrows pointing in the opposite direction j → i).

A mutation of such a quiver Q is given by a composition of elementary
mutations. There is an elementary mutation for each vertex of Q. The
elementary mutation at the k–th vertex, μk, has the following effect on
the quiver [27,37,38] (for reviews see [39–41]):

(1) It inverts the direction of all arrows going in/out the k–th vertex;
(2) each triangle having k as a vertex gets mutated as in the following
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where r, s, t are non-negative integers, and an arrow i
l−→ j with

l ≥ 0 means that l arrows go from i to j while an arrow i
l−→ j with

l ≤ 0 means |l| arrows going in the opposite direction.
In terms of the exchange matrix Bij the mutation μk reads [27,37,41]

(5.1) μk(Bij) =

{
−Bij if i = k or j = k;
Bij + segn(Bik) max{BikBkj , 0} otherwise.

The definition implies that μk is an involution:

(5.2) (μk)2 = identity.

From the box we see that the mutation μk is particularly simple when the
node k is either a sink (all arrows incoming) or a source (all arrows outgoing).
In these cases, μk just inverts the orientation of the arrows trough the k–th
node.

Two quivers are said to be in the same mutation–class (or mutation–
equivalent) if one can be transformed into the other by a finite sequence
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of such elementary mutations. A quiver is said to be mutation–finite if its
mutation–class contains only finitely many distinct quivers.

There is a Java applet due to B. Keller [42] which implements the quiver
mutations and computes the mutation–class of a quiver up to sink/source
equivalence (i.e. two quivers are identified if they differ by a mutation at a
sink/source).

According to the Felikson–Shapiro–Tumarkin theorem [5] the complete
list of mutation–finite quivers is the following:

(1) quivers with at most two nodes;
(2) quivers representing adjacency matrices of ideal triangulations of

bordered surfaces with punctures and marked points on the bound-
aries [3] (to be discussed in the next subsection);

(3) the quivers mutation equivalent to the nine E–type Dynkin dia-
grams8

finite: E6, E7, E8

affine: Ê6, Ê7, Ê8

elliptic: ̂̂
E6,

̂̂
E7,

̂̂
E8,

having rank D equal to the sum of the subscript plus the number of
hats. The quivers associated to the unhatted and single hatted E–
theories are the usual Dynkin diagrams of the E–type, and different

orientation of the arrows give mutation equivalent quivers. For ̂̂
Er

the arrows are cyclicly oriented in all triangles (all such orientations
are mutation equivalent) see figure 1;

(4) the two Derksen–Owen mutation classes X7 and X6, (of rank 7 and
6, respectively) [4]. There are five distinct quivers in the class of
X6, and just two in the one of X7). See figure 1.

In particular, all finite–mutation quivers with more than 10 nodes arise
from ideal triangulations of surfaces in the sense of [3].

In [2] it was shown that the only two–node quivers which correspond
to sensible 4d N = 2 theories are (orientations) of the Dynkin graphs of
A1 × A1, A2 and Â1. If Q is a finite–mutation quiver with D ≥ 3, all its
mutation–equivalent quivers have at most double arrows. The same is true
for the three D = 2 Dynkin quivers A1 ×A1, A2 and Â1. Then the property
characterizing quivers corresponding to complete N = 2 models is that
in their mutation class there is no quiver with arrows of multiplicity > 2.
When in this paper we loosely refer to finite–mutation quivers, we mean
those having this property. It is remarkable that all such quivers correspond
to meaningful 4d N = 2 theories, in fact to complete ones in the present
sense.

8 In Saito’s notation [43] the root system ̂

̂Er is written as E
(1,1)
r .
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Figure 1. The three elliptic E–type Dynkin diagrams ori-
ented as to give finite mutation quivers, and the two Derksen–
Owen quivers.

5.2.1. Quivers from ideal triangulations of bordered surfaces. All but 11
mutation–finite classes arise from ideal triangulations of surfaces studied
in ref. [3]. Here we summarize the results of [3] we need below. Let C be
an oriented surface of genus g with n punctures, b boundary components,
and ci marked points on the i–th boundary component (i = 1, 2, . . . , b). By a
compatible collection of arcs we mean a set of curves, identified up to isotopy,
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which end at the punctures or the marked points, do not intersect themselves
or each other except at the end points, and cannot be contracted to a
puncture or a boundary segment. Any maximal such compatible collection
contains

(5.3) D = 6g − 6 + 3n +
∑

i

(ci + 3)

arcs, and it is called an ideal triangulation of C. This definition allows for
self–folded triangles whose sides are not all distinct, see figure (5.4)

(5.4)

•

•�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

int

ext

Given an ideal triangulation we number the arcs as 1, 2, . . . , D, and define
a skew–symmetric D × D integral matrix B as follows [3]: if i and j are not
internal arcs of self–folded triangles (as is the arc int in figure (5.4)) we
set Bij to be the sum over all triangles � of which both arcs are sides of
the weight w�

ij . w�
ij is equal +1 (resp. −1) if the side i of � follows (resp.

precedes) the side j in the anticlockwise order. If i is an internal arc of a
self–folded triangle we set Bij ≡ Bext(i)j , where ext(i) is the external arc of
the self–folded triangle containing i (see figure (5.4)). The matrix B is called
the adjacency matrix of the ideal triangulation.

The adjacency matrix B defines a 2–acyclic quiver as before. From the
definition, one has

(5.5) Bij = −2,−1, 0, 1, 2.

One shows [3] that two quivers, Q1 and Q2, representing adjacency
matrices of two different ideal triangulations of the same surface C are
mutation equivalent. Moreover, any quiver which is mutation equivalent to
the adjacency quiver of a surface is the adjacency quiver for some ideal
triangulation of that surface. This, together with eqn.(5.5), implies that all
adjacency quivers are of finite–mutation type.

A mutation invariant of the quiver is automatically a topological invari-
ant of C. Since the rank of B is invariant under mutation [44], the corank
of B is a topological invariant equal to the number of punctures plus the
number of boundary components with ci even [3]

(5.6) f = D − rankB = n +
∑

ci even

1.

From the discussion in section 2.1 we see that this topological invariant is
equal to the number of flavor charges in the N = 2 theory.
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Figure 2. The quiver blocks of Type I–V [3].

A quiver is the adjacency quiver of a bordered surface if and only if it
can be decomposed into quiver blocks [3]. There are five types of blocks (see
figure 2). A quiver is an adjacency quiver of some bordered surface iff it can
be obtained by gluing together a collection of blocks of types I, II, III, IV,
and V by identifying together pairs of white nodes ◦. If the resulting quiver
contains a pair of arrows connecting the same pair of vertices, but pointing
in opposite directions, they must be removed.

White nodes represent arcs which are ordinary sides of triangles, and
identifying pairs of them is equivalent to gluing the corresponding (general-
ized) triangles along that arc. More precisely, each block represents a piece
of the triangulation [3]:

• a block of type I represents a triangle with one side along the
boundary of the surface C;

• a block of type II represents a triangle with all three sides inner
triangulation arcs;

• a block type III represents a punctured 2–gon9 with a side on the
boundary;

• a block of type IV represents a 2–gon containing a folded triangle;
• a block of type V represents a 1–gon containing two folded triangles.

Finally, if a quiver may be decomposed into blocks in a unique way, there
is (topologically) precisely one surface C whose triangulations correspond to
the quivers of its mutation class; it is possible (but very rare) that two

9 By an n–gon we mean a polygon with n sides, that is a disk with n marked points
on the boundary.
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topologically distinct surfaces have the same class of adjacency quivers. The
physical meaning of this non uniqueness will be discussed in the next section.

The two black nodes of a type III block are terminal nodes and in
particular sink/sources. To avoid special cases in some of the statements
below, it is convenient to adopt the following convention: whenever we have
a quiver Q with some type III blocks in its decomposition, we replace it
by the physically equivalent quiver obtained by mutating Q at one terminal
node for each type III block. We call this sink/source equivalent quiver the
normalized quiver.

5.3. Some basic features of mutation-finite quivers. In this sec-
tion we discuss some general features of mutation-finite quivers. One basic
features of mutation-finite quivers is that any full subquiver is also muta-
tion finite. We interpret this in the 4d language as saying that there is a
choice of moduli which reduces the light degrees of freedom of the theory
to the corresponding subquiver. This is the correct interpretation also from
the viewpoint of 4d/2d correspondence: From the 2d perspective the nodes
correspond to 2d vacua and we can change the moduli of the 2d theory by
taking all the nodes outside the subquiver to have infinitely large value for
the superpotential. The inverse can also be done. Namely one can start with
a mutation-finite quiver and add additional nodes and arrows subject to
maintaining mutation-finiteness. This process should also be interpretable
physically as coupling a giving physical theory to another one. It is also
interesting to ask if this process would end, namely are there theories whose
quivers are maximal and do not admit any additional nodes, subject to
mutation-finiteness. The aim of this section is to analyze these questions.

As already noted, mutation-finite quivers have at most two arrows
between any pairs of nodes. The double arrows of a finite–mutation quiver
have a simple physical interpretation. In section 2 we considered the example
of SU(2) SYM coupled to Nf fundamental flavors. Its quiver, see figure
(2.6), has a double arrow subquiver • ��

�� • (a.k.a.the Kronecker quiver),
corresponding to the SU(2) gauge sector, which is coupled by pairs of single
arrows to each flavor node (which represents a fundamental hypermultiplet).
The single arrows form together with the double one an oriented triangle,
and stand for the gauge coupling of the SYM sector to the matter one.
In section 2 we saw how this particular arrangement of arrows precisely
corresponds to the physics of the gauge couplings.

As already noted, a subquiver can be viewed as a subsector of the theory.
In particular we can go to a point in moduli space where we have only the
SU(2) gauge theory degrees of freedom. On the other hand we could look
at the couplings of the Kronecker subquiver • ��

�� • which represents a
pair of dual electric/magnetic charges of an SU(2) gauge sector, to the rest
of the quiver and interpret this as the coupling of the SU(2) gauge sector to
the rest of the system. This can natually be interpreted as saying that the
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rest of the quiver has an SU(2) gauge symmetry which is being gauged. We
now discuss some general aspects of such couplings.

Let us ask then how the Kronecker quiver can be connected to the rest
of the quiver. It turns out that generically quivers cannot have overlapping
Kronecker subquivers; more precisely, if a mutation–finite quiver Q has a
subquiver of the form10

(5.7)

•

��
��

��
�

��
��

��
�

•

�������

�������
•

then Q must be the Markov quiver (2.5), and we have the N = 2∗ theory [4].
Thus other than this case, the Kronecker quivers are connected to the rest of
the quiver only by single arrows. Consider then another node connected to
the Kronecker quiver. It is either connected to both nodes of the Kronecker
quiver or just to one. Note, however, that the following quivers

(5.8) • • • •
•

•

���������
•��

��

���������

•

��
��

��
��

�

����
��

��
�

• •��
��

are not mutation–finite, and hence cannot appear as subquivers of finite–
mutation quivers. Hence a Kronecker subquiver Kr of a quiver Q which
corresponds to a complete N = 2 theory is attached to the rest of the quiver
Q through oriented triangles, so that, locally around the double–arrow, the
quiver looks like that of SU(2) with Nf flavors (see figure (2.6)), where Nf

is the number of oriented triangles in Q which have Kr as a side.
The quiver (2.6) is not of mutation–finite type for Nf ≥ 5; this corre-

sponds to the fact that the corresponding gauge theory is not UV complete
having a Landau pole. For Nf = 4 the quiver (2.6) is of mutation–finite
type, but no (connected) finite–mutation quiver may have it as a proper
subquiver. Physically, this corresponds to the fact that SU(2) with four fla-
vor is conformal, and coupling extra matter makes the gauge beta function
positive, losing UV completeness. Therefore

Kronecker Coupling: Let Q be a quiver with a double–arrow describing
a complete N = 2 theory which is not pure SU(2), N = 2∗ SU(2), or SU(2)
with Nf = 4. Then, locally near the double–arrow, Q has one of the following

10 Here and below we use the following convention: Graphs with unoriented edges
stand for the full family of quivers obtained by giving arbitrary orientations to the arrows.
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three subquivers

•

�� ��

•

���������

•

���������

(5.9)

•

�� ��

•

���������
•

���������

•

���������

���������

(5.10)

•

�� ��

•��

•

���������

•

����������������

���������
�� •

��

(5.11)

dashed lines standing for arrows connecting the subquiver to the rest of the
quiver Q.

The above situation is naturally interpreted as the coupling of the SU(2)
SYM represented by the Kronecker subquiver Kr to, respectively, one, two,
or three N = 2 systems represented by the subquivers • . The
simplest instance is when these subquivers are just a node, •, in which case
we get SU(2) SQCD with Nf = 1, 2 and 3, respectively. We stress that, in
general, the subquiver N = 2 systems are coupled together also by other
interactions, corresponding to the arrows connecting them in the full quiver
Q. A specially simple case is when the elimination of the Kronecker subquiver
Kr disconnects Q into a maximal number of ‘elementary’ components
• .

The allowed subquivers • are severely restricted by the mutation–
finite condition for Q. As in the example of SU(2) coupled to Nf flavors,
this condition is physically interpreted as the UV completeness requirement
that the beta–function of the SU(2) is non–positive: hence the sum of the
contribution to the beta function from the N = 2 system(s) represented
by the • subquivers should be less or equal to the contribution
of 4 hypermultiplets in the fundamental representation. This observation
will allow us to determine the contribution to the gauge beta function of
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all the possible (complete) N = 2 systems • (which may have no
Lagrangian description, in general).

Example. From figure 1 we see that the elliptic ̂̂
Er quivers correspond

to a ‘weak coupling’ regime of the corresponding complete N = 2 theories
look as an SU(2) SYM coupled to three decoupled N = 2 systems. For
r = 7, 8, one N = 2 system (corresponding to the node in the left side of the

figure) is an ordinary hypermultiplet. In section 7 we shall show that the ̂̂
Er

theories have also strongly coupled regimes in which the spectrum consists
only in a finite set of BPS hypermultiplets.

It is natural to ask how many Kronecker sub-quivers does a quiver
have, and how this changes as the quiver undergoes mutation. In fact, in a
typical mutation–class, most of the quivers have only single–arrows; very few
quivers have the maximal number of double–arrows allowed for that class;
for instance, for complete N = 2 models which are quiver gauge theories
and for which the matter fields can be massed up (i.e. all the mass terms
are consistent with gauge symmetry), there is a unique BPS quiver with the
maximal number of 2–arrows equal to the number of SU(2) gauge groups.
We stress that, in the general case, there is no one–to–one correspondence
between SU(2) gauge groups and Kronecker subquivers. Even if we take a
quiver in the mutation–class with the maximal number of double–arrows,
this may be still less than the actual number of SU(2) gauge groups. This
happens when we have several SU(2) gauge sectors coupled together by
half–hypermultiplets rather than full hypermultiplets, such that the half–
hypermultiplets transform as different representation of the SU(2) gauge
groups and cannot receive mass. In such a case we cannot expect to isolate
the pure SU(2) theory, and so we do not expect to have a corresponding
Kronecker subquiver.

As already noted, in principle we can add additional nodes and arrows
to a given mutation-finite quiver and still keep it mutation-finite. This
raises the question of whether there are maximal mutation-finite quivers
for which we cannot add additional nodes maintaining this property, and
their interpretation if they exist. We shall argue later in section 8) that:

The graphical conformality criterion: A complete N = 2 theory
is UV conformal (as contrasted to asymptotically free) if and only if its
normalized quiver is either a maximal mutation–finite one, or a vector–less
quiver.

By a maximal mutation–finite quiver we mean a quiver which is
mutation–finite and not a proper subquiver of any connected mutation–
finite quiver. Two basic examples of maximal mutation–finite quivers are
the Markov quiver (2.5), corresponding to SU(2) N = 2∗, and the SU(2)
Nf = 4 quiver (2.6). By a vector–less quiver we mean a quiver such that
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no quiver in its mutation class contains multiple arrows; such quivers corre-
spond to N = 2 theories having no phase which looks like SYM (with any
gauge group G) coupled to some additional matter. In particular, vector–
less quiver N = 2 theories have no BPS chambers with charged BPS vector
multiplets.

To complete the classification of conformally complete N = 2 theories,
we need to classify the vector–less quivers. Clearly a finite quiver such that
all its mutations contain only simple arrows is, in particular, mutation–
finite and must be in the Felikson–Shapiro–Tumarkin list. By inspection, the
only classes with this property in the eleven exceptional cases are the three
finite Dynkin diagrams E6, E7, E8. Likewise, going trough the classification
of the quivers associated to triangulated surfaces, we see that this property
is true only if C is the disk with zero or one puncture whose quivers are,
respectively, the (finite) Dynkin diagrams of types A and D. Hence, the only
N = 2 theories with the properties that all quivers in their mutation classes
have only single–lines are the ADE Argyres–Douglas ones (already studied
in [2]). They are UV conformal.11 Note that these are precisely the class
that map to the 2d theories which are minimal, in the sense that they have
a UV limit corresponding to minimal N = 2 conformal theories in 2d (which
in particular have ĉ < 1).

We end this subsection with a remark. The way mutation–finite quivers
are classified in the math literature is by studying the maximal ones; once we
have identified a maximal mutation–finite quiver, we may rule out all quivers
containing it, and, by doing this systematically, we may eliminate all non–
mutation–finite ones. Physically, this means that we keep adding ‘matter’
to the SU(2)k theory until the UV beta functions of all gauge couplings are
negative. When we reach a conformal theory we stop, since adding further
‘matter’ will result in a UV incomplete theory. The corresponding quiver is
automatically maximal, and we can forget about all quivers containing it.
This gives us another way of understanding the correspondence

mutation–finite quivers ←→ complete N = 2 theories.

6. Identification of a large class of quivers of finite mutation type
as generalized Gaiotto theories

According to the discussion in §. 5, to each mutation–finite class of 2–
acyclic quivers there should correspond a complete N = 2 theory in four
dimension. To make this correspondence more explicit, in the following two
sections we identify the supersymmetric theory associated to each mutation–
finite class of quivers.

11By Gabriel theorem [15–17, 41], these are in one–to–one correspondence with
the finite–representation hereditary algebras. This is another confirmation of the deep
connection between quiver representation theory and N = 2 theories.
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The quivers (with at least three nodes) which belong to all, but eleven,
mutation–finite classes are adjacency matrices of ideal triangulations of
some bordered surface. Therefore we divide the identification process into
two steps: First we identify the theories corresponding to the infinite set
of quiver classes arising from bordered surfaces C, and then consider the
residual eleven exceptional classes one by one.

The N = 2 models corresponding to the non–exceptional quivers turn
out to be generalizations of the SU(2) theories recently studied by Gaiotto
[34]. The existence of these more general theories already follows from the
constructions in sections 3, 8 of [24].

More precisely, as we shall show momentarily, all the non–exceptional
complete N = 2 theories may be engineered by compactifing the A1 six
dimensional (2, 0) theory on a curve C of genus g and n + b punctures
supplemented with some particular boundary conditions at these punctures.
The resulting four dimensional theory will preserve eight supercharges iff the
internal 2d fields on C, (A, φ), satisfy the Hitchin equations [24,34]

F + [φ, φ] = 0(6.1)

∂φ = 0,(6.2)

with prescribed singularities at the n+b punctures. The conditions on (A, φ)
are better stated in terms of the spectral cover Σ → C of the Hitchin system
(6.1)(6.2). Σ, which is the Seiberg–Witten IR curve of the resulting 4d N = 2
theory [24,34], is the curve in the total space of the cotangent bundle T ∗C
defined by the spectral equation12

(6.3) det[y − φ] ≡ y2 − φ2 = 0.

The meromorphic quadratic differential φ2 is required to have (for generic
points in the Coulomb branch and values of the parameters) double poles
at the ordinary punctures and poles of order pi = ci +2 ≥ 3 at the puncture
representing the i–th boundary component having ci marked points (section
8 of [24]). We may think of ordinary punctures as boundary components
without marked points. This is because the quadratic differential (dz/z)2

can be written as (dw)2 where w = logz, and w parameterizes a cylinder.
When needed, we replace punctures with higher order poles of φ2 with small
circles with pi − 2 marked points to reproduce their topological description.

The class of theories studied by Gaiotto in [34] corresponds to the special
case of this construction in which all punctures are just ordinary double
poles. This Gaiotto subset consists of models which are superconformal in
the limit of zero masses (and Coulomb branch parameters). On the contrary,
the general theory associated to a surface ‘with boundaries’ — that is,
specified by a quadratic differential φ2 with prescribed higher order poles
— are not conformal in the UV but just asymptotically free (AF). The

12 y is a coordinate along the fiber of T ∗C. The canonical differential y dx is identified
with the Seiberg–Witten one.
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simplest examples [24] of such AF models are the well–known SU(2) gauge
theories with Nf = 0, 1, 2, 3 fundamental flavors; these theories may also be
engineered in the present framework by considering a sphere with two or
three punctures having pole orders

Nf # punctures order of poles quiver class
0 2 3, 3 Â1(1, 1)
1 2 3, 4 Â2(2, 1)
2 2 4, 4 Â3(2, 2)
2 3 2, 2, 3 “D̂3” ≡ Â3(1, 1)
3 3 2, 2, 4 D̂4

(the Nf = 2 model has two different, but physically equivalent, realizations
in terms of a system of M -branes; in terms of the 6d A1 (2, 0) theory [24]
they correspond to the two surfaces listed in the table; at the quiver
level the identity of the two theories expresses the well–known Lie algebra
isomorphism ŜU(4) � ŜO(6)).

The identification of the complete N = 2 theories which are UV
superconformal is presented in section 8, and agrees with the graphical rule
of sect. 5.3.

It should be stressed, however, that the correspondences

finite–mutation quiver ↔ triangulated surface C ↔ Gaiotto N = 2 theory

require the surface C to have at least one puncture to base the triangulation.
In ref. [34] N = 2 models are constructed also for genus g > 1 surfaces
without punctures. With the exception of the g = 2 case (to be discussed
in section 7 below), there are no additional mutation–finite quivers to
be assigned to these puncture–less theories, given that the theories with
at least one puncture already exhaust the full supply of finite–mutation
quivers with more than 10 nodes. Moreover, the no–puncture g ≥ 3 theories
cannot be equivalent to some other model with punctures already in the
classification, since i) they are conformal, ii) have no flavor charge, iii)
have rank Γ = 6g − 6 ≥ 12, and there are no mutation–finite quivers with
these three properties. The solution of the puzzle is that these theories, like
N = 4, are not quiver theories, in the sense that there are no D–tuple of
charge vectors γa ∈ Γ such that all BPS charge vectors may be written as
±

∑
a naγa with positive na’s; for these theories he BPS phase are dense on

the unit circle, and the thus they do not admit a BPS quiver.

6.1. 4d/2d correspondence and ideal triangulations. The identifi-
cation of the non–exceptional N = 2 complete theories with the generalized
Gaiotto theories, is confirmed by the 4d/2d correspondence of ref. [2], re-
viewed in section 4.

Roughly speaking, the 4d/2d correspondence says that the quiver of
the 4d theory is to be identified with (minus) the BPS quiver of the
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corresponding 2d (2, 2) theory. At the technical level, things are a bit more
involved because of some subtleties with the signs (i.e. arrow orientations)
discussed in [1]. Moreover, as stressed in [2], the classification of 2d BPS
quivers (modulo 2d wall–crossing [1]) is coarser than the classification of 4d
quivers (modulo mutation–equivalence) because there are more 2d walls to
cross than quiver mutations. A more precise dictionary is the following: let

(6.4) S =
�∏

half plane

exp(−μθ)

be the product of all SL(D, Z) monodromy group elements associated to
BPS states with phase θ in the given half–plane13. S is related to the
monodromy M by the formula M = (S−1)tS [1]. By the 2d wall–crossing
formula, S is invariant under all wall–crossing except those which make
a BPS state to exit from the given half–plane (while its PCT conjugate
enters from the other side). Then S is defined up to the same mutations
as B, except that S depends also on the sign conventions of the 2d vacua
(changing the sign of the k–th vacuum makes μkj → −μkj). Therefore, the
refined statement is that we may choose the 2d conventions in such a way
that the exchange matrix of the 4d quiver is

(6.5) B = S − St.

In the case of complete theories, the corresponding 2d models are also
complete in the same sense, and we may always reduce ourselves to a convex
arrangement of vacua [1], in which case we have simply B = −μ, and we
may forget about subtleties (at the price of wall–crossing μ to a suitable 2d
BPS chamber).

6.1.1. Lagrangian A-branes as ideal triangulations. We would like to
identify the corresponding 2d theory associated with the 4d theory obtained
by 2 5-branes wrapping a Riemann surface with punctures. We already know
that if we have a type IIB geometry of the form

uv − W (y, z) = 0

The associated 2d theory is a LG theory with superpotential W (y, z) as a
function of chiral fields y, z. On the other hand it is also known that this
type IIB geometry is dual to a 5-brane as a subspace of y, z parameterizing
C2 given by wrapping the curve

W (y, z) = 0

and filling the spacetime [45]. Now let us consider the Gaiotto theories. In
this case the 5-brane geometry is captured by the geometry

W (y, z) = y2 − φ2(z)

13 |(μθ)ij | is equal to the number of BPS solitons connecting the i and j vacua and
having BPS phase θ; the sign of (μθ)ij = −(μθ)ji follows, up to convention dependent
choices, from the rules of ref. [1].
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However, here y has a non-trivial geometry: y is a section of the canonical
line bundle on the Riemann surface. To make y be ordinary coordinate we
take a reference quadratic differential ω0, and define

ỹ = y/ω0.

Under this transformation we get the equation

W (ỹ, z) = ỹ2 − φ2(z)
ω0

Since the ỹ2 term does not affect the BPS structure and vacua of the
theory, this is equivalent to a 2d theory with (2, 2) supersymmetry and
superpotential

(6.6) W (z) =
φ2(z)
ω0(z)

.

The meromorphic one–form dW has a number of zeros (≡ supersymmetric
vacua)

(6.7) #{zeros of dW} = 2g−2+polar degree of dW = 6g−6+
∑

i

(pi+1),

where pi is the order of pole of φ2 at the i–th puncture. Thus the number of
supersymmetric vacua of the two dimensional theory is equal to D, the
number of arcs in an ideal triangulation of the corresponding bordered
surface. This is no coincidence: let us consider the Lagrangian A–branes
defined, for this class of (2, 2) theories, in [36]. They are the integral curves
γi of the differential equation

(6.8) Im(eiθ dW ) = 0

(for some fixed but generic value of the angle θ) which start at t = 0 from
the i–th zero of dW , Xi, and approach, as t → ±∞, infinity in the W–plane
— that is, a puncture in C — along a direction such that

(6.9) Re(eiθ W )
∣∣∣
t→±∞

→ +∞.

We assume θ to have been chosen so that Im(eiθ W (Xi)) �= Im(eiθ W (Xj))
for i �= j. Then the branes γi are distinct.

If two arcs, γi, γj , cross at some finite value of t, they coincide everywhere
γi ≡ γj . Hence the arcs γi do not cross themselves nor each other, except at
the punctures. This is one of the properties defining the collection of arcs
of an ideal triangulation [3]. To be a compatible collection of arcs on C, the
Lagrangian A–branes {γi} should also be non–contractible to a puncture (or
boundary arc) and pairwise isotopy inequivalent. If these properties hold, the
Lagrangian branes {γi} form automatically a maximal collection, and hence
an ideal triangulation, since their number is the maximal one, eqn.(6.7). In
ref. [36] it was shown that the Lagrangian A–branes {γi} span the relative
homology group H1(C,B) (where B ⊂ C is the region near the punctures
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where Re(eiθ W ) � 1), so all the axioms for an ideal triangulation are
satisfied.

The above construction should be contrasted with the similar, but
different, triangulation which arises in the study of 4d BPS states by
considering straight lines on the SW curve, defined by the condition that
the phase of the SW differential does not change along the path introduced
in [46] and [26] and studied extensively in [24]. There, for the same class
of models, one constructs an ideal triangulation using the integral curves of
the (real part of) the Seiberg–Witten differential, namely the solutions to
the equation

(6.10) Im(eiθ/2 y dz) = 0

instead of the one in eqn.(6.8). Again, one gets an ideal triangulation, but
this time the ‘vacua’, that is the zeros of the Seiberg–Witten differential,
are in one–to–one correspondence with the faces of the triangulation, rather
than with the arcs. As a check, let us count the number of triangles

# triangles = 2 − 2g + # arcs − # punctures

= 4g − 4 +
∑

i

pi ≡ # zeros of φ2.
(6.11)

The adjacency quivers obtained by these two procedures, corresponding
to ideal triangulations of the same punctured surface, should be the same
up to mutation equivalence. This is the underlying reason why the 2d BPS
quiver is (up to natural equivalences) the same as the 4d Dirac quiver.

Before going to the adjacency quivers, let us illustrate in an example
how the A–brane ideal triangulation works.

6.1.2. Example: torus with n ordinary punctures. We start with the
torus with one puncture, which corresponds to N = 2∗ and the Markov
quiver (2.5). There is an essentially unique ideal triangulation

(6.12)

• 1

2

•
2

•

3
�������������

1
•

where the opposite sides of the rectangle are identified. The corresponding
incidence matrix is

(6.13) B1,2 = −2, B1,3 = 2, B2,3 = −2

giving the Markov quiver (2.5).
To recover this result from the 2d perspective, we go the universal

cover of C, namely C, and consider the LG model with superpotential
W (X) = i ℘(X) taking, to have Z4 symmmetry, a square torus of periods
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(1, i) so that

(6.14) (℘′)2 = 4 ℘3 − Γ(1/4)8

16π2 ℘.

One has ℘(i X) = −℘(X) and ℘(X) = X−2 f(X4) with f(z̄) = f(z).
Viewing the torus as a double cover of the ploane given by Z = 2℘(X),
and the 2-fold cover by Y = ℘′ we have

Y 2 = Z3 − aZ

The three classical vacua correspond to the three solutions of Y = ℘′(Xk) =
0 at finite Z, and are at the half–lattice points

X1 =
1
2
, X2 =

1 + i

2
, X3 =

i

2

W (X1) = i
Γ(1/4)4

8π
, W (X2) = 0, W (X3) = −i

Γ(1/4)4

8π
.

The Lagrangian branes map to straight lines on the W plane which in this
case correspond to Z plane. There are a paire of kinks between any pair
the three vacua corresponding to the two straight lines which connect them
in the Z–plane. The Lagrangian brane L2 passing trough the Z4 invariant
point X2 and going to Re(W ) = +∞ is just the diagonal of the square along
the bisectrix of the first/third quadrants. Then the two Lagrangian branes
L1,3 passing trough X1,3 should correspond to the two S–shaped curves in
the figure (their curvature is exaggerated for drawing purposes)

•

•�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

•

•�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

• •�������������

• •�������������
�����������������������

L2

◦◦

◦

L3

L1

comparing with eqn.(6.12) we see that the three Lagrangian branes Li are
(up to isotopy) the same as the ideal triangulation arcs.

The Landau–Ginzburg model with W (X) = i ℘(X) was solved in ref.
[47] (it corresponds to the three–point functions of the Ising model). It
has two BPS states connecting each pair of vacua related by the symmetry
X(t) ↔ −X(t) (modulo periods) which fixes the three classical vacua. The
S matrix is

(6.15) S =

⎛⎜⎝1 −2 2
0 1 −2
0 0 1

⎞⎟⎠
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(the eigenvalues of M = (S−1)tS are −1, 1,−1) and

(6.16) B = S − St =

⎛⎜⎝ 0 −2 2
2 0 −2

−2 2 0

⎞⎟⎠
which is the exchange matrix of the Markov quiver (2.5).

A torus with n > 1 punctures has many different ideal triangulations.
The one with the more transparent physical interpretation has the adja-
cency quiver with maximal number of double–arrows (Kronecker subquiv-
ers), namely n. This triangulation is the zig–zag one (a.k.a. the snake trian-
gulation): See the figure

• 2n+1

1

•
1

•
2

n+1
������������������������������������ 2n+2 •

2

•
3

n+2
������������������������������������ 2n+3 •

3

•

n+3
������������������������������������ 2n+4 •

•
n

3n •
n

•
2n+1

2n

������������������������������������ •

where corresponding segments of the sides should be identified (in the figure,
identified segments carry the same label). The arc labelled k, with 1 ≤ k ≤ n
shares two triangles with the arc labelled n + k. The two triangles have the
same orientation, so the corresponding entries of the adjacency matrix are

(6.17) Bk,n+k = −2, k = 1, 2, . . . , n.

On the other hand, the k–th arc shares a single triangle with the arcs 2n+k
and 2n + k + 1. One has

Bk,2n+k = +1(6.18)

Bk,2n+k+1 = +1.(6.19)

Finally, the arc n + k shares a triangle with the arcs 2n + k and 2n + k + 1.
Then

Bn+k,2n+k = −1(6.20)

Bn+k,2n+k+1 = −1.(6.21)
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All other entries of the adjacency matrix vanish. In particular, we have
n double arrows, as anticipated. All triangles in the quiver are oriented.
According to our discussion in section 5.3 these quivers correspond to a
closed chain of n Kronecker subquivers (i.e. SU(2) gauge groups) coupled
to each other by bi–fundamental hypermultiplets (represented by the nodes
�, � on the figure)

◦

�� ��

◦

�� ��

◦

�� ��

◦

�� ��

�

���������
�

���������

���������
�

���������

���������
�

���������

�

���������
�

���������

◦

���������

���������
◦

���������

���������
◦

���������

���������
◦

���������

���������

(6.22)

where the two bi–fundamental denoted by the symbol � should be identified.
Thus, these N = 2 models correspond to quiver SU(2) gauge theories
with underlying graph the affine Dynkin diagram Ân−1, as expected for the
Gaiotto theory engineered by a torus with n–punctures. Notice that by the
topological theorem (5.6) this N = 2 model has precisely n flavor charges,
corresponding to the n bi–fundamentals.

The above snake triangulation may be easily recovered from the two–
dimensional point of view. One consider the same Landau–Ginzburg model
with Weiertrass superpotential as before, except that we now identity the
field X up to multiple periods

(6.23) X ∼ X + a n + b i, where a, b ∈ Z,

so that now we have 3n distinct vacua and hence 3n distinct A–branes which
are just the translation by k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n − 1 of the basic ones for n = 1.
The case n = 3 is represented in the figure
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From the figure it is clear that the A–branes L1, · · · , L3n give precisely the
snake triangulation.

Again, the adjacency quiver of the triangulation may be read from the
2d BPS spectrum. Between vacua X = 1/2 + k and X = 1/2(τ + 1) + k,
k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n−1, we have still two solitons, going opposite way along the
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B–cycle, but the vacuum at τ/2+k is connected to the vacua 1/2+(k − 1),
1/2 + k, (τ + 1)/2 + (k − 1) and (τ + 1) + k by just one BPS soliton. E.g. for
n = 2 the S matrix is

(6.24) S =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 −2 1 0 0 1
0 1 −1 0 0 −1
0 0 1 −1 1 0
0 0 0 1 −2 1
0 0 0 0 1 −1
0 0 0 0 0 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,

(eigenvalues14 of M : −1,−1, 1, 1,−1,−1) and B = S − St is precisely the
exchange matrix of the quiver (6.22) for n = 2.

6.1.3. Adjacency matrix vs. 2d BPS spectrum. In the above examples
we saw that the adjacency quiver of the triangulation is given by the BPS
quiver of the 2d (2, 2) system whose A–branes triangulate the surface C, in
agreement with the basic idea of the 4d/2d correspondence. The examples
discussed so far correspond to simple situations where certain sign subtleties
play no role. The equality will be verified in many examples below, including
some non-trivial cases, as the one discussed in detail in appendix B.3, where
the subtleties of two–dimensional physics do play a significant role.

Let us consider the situation where C = C (i.e. a sphere with a pole of
order p at z = ∞), the exchange matrix Bij of the 2d BPS quiver is given
by the intersection number of the corresponding arcs (up to mutations) in
the {γi} ideal triangulation, see ref. [36]

(6.25) Bij = ±γi · γj .

Since the A–branes cross only at infinity, to get the correct counting of the
intersection number one has to resolve the puncture by replacing it with a
small circle with p − 2 marked points, as required to interpret the family
{γi} as an ideal triangulation. Then the intersection γi · γj is given by the
signed sum of ±1 over all triangles with sides γi, γj . In the case C = C, or,
topologically, a disk with p − 2 marked points on the boundary, the quiver
with exchange matrix γi ·γj is, by the Milnor fiber theorem [48], given by the
Ap−3 Dynkin quiver (up to equivalence), which is the same as the adjacency
quiver of the disk with p marked points [3].

In the general case, the intersection γi · γj again is concentrated at
the poles, which, if irregular, must be resolved into boundary components.
Locally, the situation is as in the previous case, and the counting still apply.
It remains, however, the problems of specifying the signs (6.25) which are not
determined at this level of analysis (except for the requirement that they
must be compatible with the mutation–finiteness). There are two sources
of signs: the classical sign of the A–brane curve, and the quantum sign

14 In general, the monodromy M for the n–punctured torus is equal, up to conjugacy,
to the direct sum of n copies of the n = 1 monodromy.
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given by the sign of the determinants in the quantization around that
configuration. The methods of ref. [1], are very convenient to fix the signs
(up to conventional choices) and in all examples we analyzed we get quivers
consistent with the 4d/2d correspondence.

The identification of the 4d BPS quiver of a generalized Gaiotto the-
ory with the topological adjacency quiver of an ideal triangulation of the
corresponding bordered surface has a few immediate payoffs.

First of all, it follows from the above correspondence that any mutation
invariant of the Dirac pairing matrix, Bij is also a chamber–independent
property of the four dimensional N = 2 theory. The simplest such invariant
is the corank of the matrix Bij , that is the number of independent charge
vectors v ∈ Γ which have vanishing Dirac pairing with all the charges in the
theory. Physically, such vectors should be seen as flavor charges, whereas
the ones having non–trivial Dirac pairings have electric/magnetic nature. We
shall, therefore, refer to the corank of B as the number of flavor charges. For
quivers arising from triangulation of surfaces, the number of flavor charges
is given by the number of punctures where φ2 is allowed to have poles of
even order [3] (in particular, all ordinary double poles will contribute).

This result may also be understood in terms of the geometry of the
Seiberg–Witten curve Σ. Since Σ is a double cover of C its genus is given by

(6.26) g(Σ) = 2g − 1 +
1
2

nB,

where nB is the number of branch points. The branch points are given by
i) the zeros of φ2 (there are 4g − 4 +

∑
i pi of them), ii) the poles of φ2 of

odd order. Then

(6.27) g(Σ) = 4g − 3 +
1
2

∑
pi even

pi +
1
2

∑
pi odd

(pi + 1).

g(Σ) is the number of linearly independent holomorphic one forms on Σ;
however, g of them are just pull–backs of holomorphic forms on the Gaiotto
curve C. These are even under the cover group Z2, while the remaining
g(Σ) − g are odd. Dually, the number of odd 1–cyles is 2g(Σ) − 2g. Given
that the canonical one–form, y dx, is Z2 odd, we get that the total number
of electric and magnetic charges is

(6.28) 2g(Σ) − 2g = 6g − 6 +
∑

pi even

pi +
∑

pi odd

(pi + 1) = rankB,

as predicted by the Dirac quiver/triangulation quiver identification.

The second obvious pay–off is a very convenient way of constructing
(and understanding) complicated theories in terms of simpler ones. Indeed,
having related a large class of N = 2 theories to surfaces with punctures
and boundaries, one can easily take two such theories, view them as two
decoupled sectors of a more complicated theory, and couple them by some
suitable N = 2 supersymmetric interactions. At the geometric level, this
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process of couplings various sub–sectors to construct a new model corre-
sponds to surgery of triangulated surfaces. This viewpoint leads directly to
simple rules for gluing together the sub–quivers associated to each sector
into the quiver of the fully coupled theory. Thus one may get the quivers of
complicated models without going trough the triangulation process or the
4d/2d correspondence. There exist different kinds of surgery, corresponding
to physically different ways of coupling together the various sub–sectors.
The geometrical rules of triangulation guarantee that only couplings which
are fully consistent at the quantum level may be realized by a sequence of
these surgical operation on quivers. For complicated models, which have no
regime in which all couplings are simultaneously weak, this would be hard to
check directly. Surgery processes are described in detail in section 6.4 below.

6.2. Ideal triangulations vs. Gaiotto SU(2) theories. We start by
considering the original Gaiotto theories, namely closed surfaces with only
ordinary punctures. Let C be a surface of genus g with n ordinary punctures.
The corresponding N = 2 theory has a gauge group SU(2)n+3g−3 [34], and
hence a charge lattice Γ generated by 3g − 3 + n electric charges, 3g − 3 + n
magnetic ones, and n flavor charges associated to the residues of

√
φ2 at the

n punctures. Thus,

(6.29) rank Γ = 6g + 3n − 6,

which is equal to the number of arcs in an ideal triangulation of the surface,
and the number of nodes in its adjacency quiver.

From the description in section 5.2.1 it follows that we may simplify, for
this class of surfaces, the rules to construct the adjacency quivers by gluing
blocks. We may start with a collection of of quiver blocks of just three kinds

(6.30)
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and then glue them together by identifying all white nodes ◦ in pairs, this
last condition being equivalent to ∂C = ∅ (i.e. only ordinary punctures).

The topological invariants g and n may be read directly from the
exchange matrix B of the quiver: n is just the corank f of B (= the number
of flavor charges) and

(6.31) g =
D − 3f + 6

6
,

where D is the size of the matrix B, equal to the number of nodes in the
quiver.
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Now we discuss a few examples. The case of n–punctured torus was
considered in section 6.1.2.

6.2.1. Example: the sphere with 4 punctures. The quiver for the sphere
with four punctures, corresponding to SU(2) gauge theory coupled to four
flavors in the fundamental representation, is easy to construct. Just take two
copies of the type IV block, and glue them together by identifying the white
nodes ◦ in such a way that the orientations of the arrows connecting them
match. We get the quiver15

(6.32)

• �� ◦|◦

�� ��

•��

•

�������������������
◦|◦

������������������
��

������������������
�� •

�������������������

equal to (2.6) for Nf = 4. The underlying graph corresponds to Saito’s ̂̂
D4

elliptic root system [43].
The exchange matrix B has four zero eigenvalues: the corresponding

eigenvectors are obtained by attaching a weight 1/2 to the two white nodes,
a weight 1 to any one of the blacks ones, and zero to the other three nides.
Then the corank of B is 4, and the quiver represents a triangulation of a
surface with (g, n) = (0, 4) (cfr. eqn.(6.31)).

The mutation–class of the quiver (6.32) contains four essentially distinct
quivers, as it is easy to check with the help of Keller’s quiver mutation
Java applet [kellerappl]. The one shown in (6.32) is the one relevant in a
weakly coupled chamber; it may be interpreted as the result of the coupling
of four heavy electric hypermultiplets, represented by the black nodes, each
carrying his own flavor charge, to the pure SU(2) gauge theory, represented
by the Kronecker subquiver, ◦ ���� ◦ . In this limit, the two white nodes
correspond to the dyon of charge (e1, m1) = (2,−1) and the monopole of
charge (e2, m2) = (0, 1) with Dirac pairing16

(6.33) 〈(e1, m1), (e2, m2)〉 ≡ e1m2 − m1e2 = 2.

15 Here and below, we use vertical bars | to denote the decomposition of a quiver into
its basic blocks.

16Although the results of ref. [24] are not stated in the language of quivers, many
of their findings may be rephrased in the present formalism, with full agreement, except
that their discussion in section 10.7 corresponds to a quiver differing from (6.32) by the
orientation of two arrows. That quiver is not of finite–mutation type, and hence does not
correspond to a complete theory in our sense. It does appear, however, in another kind of
finite–type classification for N = 2 quivers, namely those which admit a chamber with a
finite BPS spectrum consisting only of hypermultiplets. The quiver (6.32) does not have
this last property.
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According to the 4d/2d correspondence, the quiver (6.32) may be ob-
tained as the BPS quiver of the 2d theory on the sphere with (say) the usual
Fubini–Study Kähler potential, K = − log(1 + |Y |2), and superpotential

(6.34) W (Y ) =
1

Y 2 + Y −2 ,

which is symmetric under the interchange of the two poles Y ↔ Y −1 of the
sphere, as well as under Y ↔ −Y . One has

(6.35) W ′(Y ) = − 2Y − 2Y −3

(Y 2 + Y −2)2
≡ 2

Y 5 − Y

(Y 4 + 1)2

From which we see that the classical vacua are the four roots of unity Y = ik,
the south pole Y = 0, and — by the Y ↔ Y −1 symmetry — the north pole
Y = ∞. In total, we have six vacua, as expected.

The critical values of the superpotential are W = 0 for the two polar
vacua, and W = y2/2 ≡ ±1/2 for the vacua at the roots of unity. In the
W–plane all soliton are just segments along the real axis [49]. Thus the BPS
equation, W (Y ) = t, reduces to the quadratic equation in Y 2

(6.36) (Y 2)2 − 1
t

Y 2 + 1.

In the relevant interval of the real axis, −1/2 < t < 1/2, the discriminant
is positive, and we have two real roots Y 2. As t → −1/2 both roots go
to Y 2 = −1; analogously for t → 1/2 both roots approach Y 2 = 1. As
t → 0 one solution goes to zero and one to ∞. In conclusion, in each interval
−1/2 ≤ W ≤ 0, and 0 ≤ W ≤ 1/2, both roots of the quadratic equation
in Y 2 do correspond to soliton: one going to the vacuum at the north pole,
Y 2 = ∞, and the other to the vacuum at the south pole Y 2 = 0. Recalling
that each solitonic solution in terms of Y 2 corresponds to two solutions in
terms of Y related by the Z2 symmetry Y ↔ −Y : each starts at one of the
two root–of–unity vacua sharing the given critical value (these two vacua
are interchanged by Z2) and ends at one of the two polar vacua (which are
Z2 invariant). Then the BPS quiver has the form (we label the vertices by
the value of Y )

(6.37)
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corresponding to the S matrix

(6.38) S =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 1 0 0 −1 0
0 1 1 −1 0 1
0 0 −1 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 −1 0
0 0 0 0 1 −1
0 0 0 0 0 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(2d monodromy spectrum given by −1, 1, 1, 1, 1,−1, the four 1’s being asso-
ciated to the four flavor charges). The quiver (6.37) is mutation equivalent
to (6.32).

6.2.2. Example: the sphere with n ≥ 5 punctures. The extension to an
arbitrary number n ≥ 4 of ordinary punctures is straightforward. One takes
two type IV blocks and 2(n − 4) type II blocks and glue them together as
in the figure
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�����������

�����������
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����������
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�����������������
•

������������������

The incidence matrix of this quiver has n zero eigenvectors, corresponding
to attaching a weight 1 to any one of the nodes • or ◦̂|◦, weight 1/2 to the
nodes ◦|◦ connected to it by an arrow, and zero everywhere else. Since the
total number of nodes is D = 3n− 6, from eqn.(6.31), we see that the above
quiver corresponds to a surface with numerical invariants (g, n) = (0, n).

The nodes • and ◦̂|◦ are in one–to–one correspondence with the flavor
charges (i.e. zero eigenvectors of the incidence matrix B). Then they are
interpreted as hypermultiplets carrying their own flavor charge and having
electric charge −1 (that is, in the fundamental representation) with respect
to each of the SU(2) gauge groups (represented by the double–arrow Kro-
necker sub–quivers) connected to it by the arrows. Indeed, the node from
which a double arrow starts/ends have charges (e, m) = (2,−1)/(0, 1) with
respect to the corresponding gauge group and the arrows in the figure are
consistent with the Dirac pairings

(6.39) 〈(2,−1), (−1, 0)〉 = −1, 〈(0, 1), (−1, 0)〉 = 1.

The charge vectors in the kernel of B,

(6.40) γ•a +
1
2

∑
◦|◦�•a

γ◦|◦, γ
̂◦|◦b

+
1
2

∑
◦|◦�̂◦|◦b

γ◦|◦ ∈ Γ,

then correspond to purely flavor ones.
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Figure 3. A g = 2 n = 3 ‘snake’ ideal triangulation.

Thus the nodes • represent fundamental hypermultiplets, while the ◦̂|◦
nodes stand for bi–fundamental ones. The above figure is the BPS quiver
parallels the linear quiver representation of this gauge theory

(6.41) 2 �������	2 �������	2 �������	2 �������	2 2

The number of distinct quivers in the mutation class of the one rep-
resented in the figure grows quite rapidly with n. The first few numbers
are17

number of punctures 4 5 6 7
# of distinct mutation–equivalent quivers 4 26 191 1904

Since the theories are complete, each different quiver in the equivalence
class corresponds to a physical regime of the N = 2 theory and, in particular,
to some BPS chamber. For genus zero surfaces with only ordinary double
poles, one finds only one quiver in the mutation–class with the maximal
number of double arrows (i.e.Kronecker subquivers), namely n−3, which is
the one we have drawn above, and which correspond to the standard regime
admitting a Lagrangian description.

6.2.3. Example: genus g > 1 with n ≥ 1 punctures. The analogue of the
snake triangulation (see sect.6.1.2) for higher genus surface would be to cut
open the surface to get a hyperbolic 4g–gon with sides pairwise identified,
having care to choose one of the cuts in such a way that it goes trough all the
n punctures. See figure 3 for the example with g = 2, n = 3 Then one start

17 These numbers refer to the distinct quivers modulo sink/source equivalence as built
in Keller’s mutation applet [42].
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Figure 4. The adjacency quiver corresponding to the ideal
triangulation 3 of a g = 2 surface with three punctures. The
numeration of the nodes corresponds to the numeration of
arcs in 3. In the left side of the quiver we see the ‘segment of
a quiver SU(2) theory’ associated to the three punctures.

doing the snake triangulation from the side on which the punctures lay (see
the upper right corner of the figure). From that part of the triangulation we
get n double arrows; for the example in the figure, they correspond to the
following entries of the adjacency matrix

(6.42) B3,7 = +2, B2,9 = +2, B1,11 = +2.

Then it remains to perform the triangulation of a [4(g−1)+2]–gon with the
first 4(g − 1) sides identified pairwise in the form s1, s2, s1, s2, s3, s4, s3, ....
while the last two sides are not identified. In the figure this corresponds to
the part of the surface below arc 12. Let c(g) be the maximal number of
double arrows that we may get from such a triangulation. Then we have a
triangulation with at most

(6.43) n + c(g)

double arrows. It is easy to convince oneself that c(g) = g − 1. See figure 4
for the quiver corresponding to the ideal triangulation 3.

Therefore, for g > 1, the maximal number of double–arrows, n + g − 1,
is less that the number of SU(2) gauge groups, namely n + 3g − 3. As
discussed before, this means that these theories have no chamber in which
all the matter multiplets can be massed up. Indeed we will later show this is
the case, by showing that there are no gauge invariant mass terms that can
mass up all the matter fields. On the other hand, for g > 1 the quiver with
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Figure 5. Inequivalent ‘snake’ triangulation of the same surface.

a maximal number of double arrows is not unique. For instance, for g = 2,
n = 3 the triangulations in figure 5 also lead to four double arrows.

6.3. Generalized Gaiotto theories. The quivers of generalized
Gaiotto theories are constructed by gluing together all five kinds of blocks,
and there is no need to pair up every white node.

Generically, each quiver may be decomposed into blocks in a unique way.
In this case, there is a unique bordered surface associated to the mutation-
class of the quiver. There are a few exceptions to the uniqueness of the
correspondence, and all these exceptions have a simple physical explanation:
basically, these theories have more than one string/M–theory engineering,
and each of this realizations corresponds to a bordered surface. The quiver–
mutation class, however, should be (and it is) independent of the geometrical
realization. The typical example is SU(2) with two flavors which has two
such realizations [24,34,50].

6.3.1. Example: An and Dn Argyres–Douglas models. From the ideal
triangulation point of view [fomin], The An, Dn models correspond, respec-
tively, to the disk with n + 3 marked point on the boundary and to the
punctured–disk with n marked points, that is to a sphere equipped with a
quadratic differential φ2 having one pole of degree n + 5, and, respectively,
two poles of degrees 2 and n + 2.

These models are easily understood from the point of view of the 4d/2d
correspondence. For the An series we choose a reference quadratic differential
ω0 having a pole of order 4 at infinity, while for the Dn series we pick up an
ω0 having a third order pole at infinity and a simple pole at the ordinary
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puncture. We get the superpotentials:

An : W (X) = Xn+1 + lower terms(6.44)

Dn : W (X) =
1
X

+ Xn−1 + lower terms.(6.45)

The first superpotential is just the usual one for the An minimal models
[53, 54], and we know that, in some chamber, the BPS quiver is just the
An Dynkin diagram with some orientation of the edges (which orientation
being immaterial, since all orientations are mutation–equivalent for a tree
quiver). This is, of course, the correct quiver for the An Argyres–Douglas
model obtained by compactifing the Abelian six dimensional (2, 0) theory
on a complex curve of equation

(6.46) y2 = Xn+1 + lower terms,

unfolding the minimal An singularity.
On the other hand, eqn.(6.45) does not look like the usual superpotential

for the Dn minimal models,

W (X, Z) = Xn−1 + X Z2 + lower terms.

However, to identify the BPS quiver we are free to deform the theory by
adding ‘lower terms’ in W (X, Z) in any convenient way. We take them to
have the form,

(6.47) W (X, Z) = Xn−1 + X Z2 − 2λZ.

Now the chiral superfield Z is massive, and since it appears quadratically
can be integrated out, giving

(6.48) W (X) = Xn−1 − λ2/X,

in agreement with eqn.(6.45). Hence the BPS quiver is the same as the Dn

minimal model one, that is (up to mutation equivalence) the Dn Dynkin
diagram with some orientation of the arrows (again, all orientations are
equivalent).

The four–dimensional N = 2 models of these series are studied in detail
in ref.[cnv].

6.3.2. Example: SU(2) with Nf = 0, 1, 2, 3. • Pure SU(2)

The quadratic differential for the Nf = 0 theory has the general form

(6.49) φ2 =
(

A

z3 +
B

z2 +
C

z

)
dz2,

which has poles of order 3 at the north and south pole of P1. Then its quiver
should correspond to the triangulation of the annulus with a marked point
on each boundary component, which is the Kronecker quiver, that is the
affine Â1(1, 1) quiver.
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Let us check this result from the 4d/2d correspondence. We choose ω0
equal to dz2/z2, and write z = eX with X taking value in the cylinder, i.e.
X ∼ X + 2πi. The resulting Landau–Ginzburg model is

(6.50) W (X) = A e−X + B + C eX ,

which is equivalent to the CP1 sigma–model, whose BPS spectrum was
computed in refs. [1, 51, 52]: the model has two vacua connected by two
BPS particles, and hence its BPS quiver is Â1(1, 1).

• Nf = 1

The Nf = 1 quadratic differential is

(6.51) φ2 =
(

A

z4 +
B

z3 +
C

z2 +
D

z

)
dz2.

It has a pole of order 4 at the south pole z = 0 and one of order 3 at the north
pole z−1 = 0; hence it corresponds to the triangulation of an annulus with
one marked point on one boundary and two on the other, whose adjacency
quiver is (up to equivalence) equal to the affine quiver Â2(2, 1).

The same conclusion is obtained from the 4d/2d correspondence. Choos-
ing ω0 as in the Nf = 0 case, we get the Landau–Ginzburg model on the
cylinder

(6.52) W (X) = Ae−2X + Be−X + C + DeX ,

which was solved in refs. [1,51]. From the solution, one sees that BPS quiver
of the model (6.52) is Â2(2, 1).

• Nf = 2. First realization

Nf = 2 has two brane engineerings [24, 34, 50] which correspond to
ideal triangulations of different bordered surfaces. The two triangulations,
corresponding to the same physical theory, have the same adjacency quiver
(up to mutation); indeed, this is one of the few cases in which the same
mutation–class of quivers corresponds to a pair of topologically distinct
surfaces, namely an annulus with two marked points on each boundary, and
a disk with one ordinary puncture and three marked points on the boundary.
The equality becomes less mysterious if we recall that the first surface has
the Â3(2, 2) affine Dynkin quiver, whereas the second should have the D̂3
affine Dynkin quiver, and the two quivers are identified by the Lie algebra
isomorphism su(4) � so(6).

The φ2 for the first realization is

(6.53) φ2 =
(

A

z4 +
B

z3 +
C

z2 +
D

z
+ E

)
dz2,
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which indeed corresponds to an annulus with two marks on each boundary.
The corresponding LG model, defined on the cylinder, has superpotential

(6.54) W (X) = Ae−2X + Be−X + C + DeX + Ee2X ,

Again, to compute the equivalence class of the BPS quiver we may adjust
the constants to convenient values. Setting B = D = 0, we recover the
sinh(2X) model solved in ref. [51]. From the explicit solution we see that
the BPS quiver is Â3(2, 2), as predicted by the 4d/2d correspondence.

• Nf = 2. Second realization

The φ2 of the second realization is

(6.55) φ2 =
(

A

z2 +
B

(z − 1)2
+

C

z(z − 1)
+

D

z

)
dz2,

which manifestly corresponds to a disk with two punctures and one mark
on the boundary. The corresponding LG model has superpotential

(6.56) W (X) = A +
B e2X

(eX − 1)2
+

C eX

(eX − 1)
+ DeX .

The check that the BPS quiver of the Landau–Ginzburg model (6.55) is
mutation equivalent to Â3(2, 2) is confined in appendix B.

• Nf = 3

This model has the quadratic differential

(6.57) φ2 =
(

A

z2 +
B

(z − 1)2
+

C

z
+

D

z − 1
+ E

)
dz2

corresponding to the twice–punctured disk with 2 marked points on the
boundary, whose adjacency quiver is the affine D̂4.

The LG model is

(6.58) W (X) = e2X +
1

(1 − e−X)2
≡ e2X (eX − 1)2 + 1

(eX − 1)2
.

In appendix B it is checked that the BPS quiver of the 2d theory is in the
mutation class of D̂4.

6.3.3. Example: other affine Â, D̂ models. SU(2) gauge theory with
Nf = 0, 1, 2, 3 gives the first examples of four–dimensional N = 2 models
whose Dirac quiver is of the affine Â or D̂ type.

The general affine Â model corresponds to a quadratic differential on
the sphere having two poles of order n + 2 and m + 2, with n, m ≥ 1, that
is, to an annulus An,m with n (resp. m) marked points on the first (resp.
second) boundary. The adjacency quiver of An,m is Ân+m−1(n, m), i.e. the
Ân+m−1 Dynkin graph with n arrows pointing in the positive direction and
m in the negative one.
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Figure 6. The quiver mutation–equivalent to the affine
Dynkin quiver Â(n, m) (with n, m ≥ 1) having a Kronecker
subquiver.

The quiver with the maximal number (= 1) of Kronecker subquivers
in the mutation–class of the Dynkin quiver Ân+m−1(n, m) is represented in
figure 6; this quiver may be interpreted as an SU(2) gauge sector coupled
to two disconnected N = 2 systems in the sense of section 5.3. Taking
n, m = 1, 2 we recover SU(2) with Nf = 0, 1, 2.

The corresponding 2d theory is

(6.59) W (X) = enX + e−mX .

Its BPS spectrum is given by the second case of example 4 in section 8.1 of
ref. [1] (n of that reference corresponds to the present n + m, while k0 is
to be identified with m) corresponding to an affine Ân+m−1 Dynkin graph.
As a further check, we note that the conjugacy class of the 2d quantum
monodromy computed in [1] precisely agrees with that of minus the Coxeter
element of the Â(n, m) quiver computed in ref. [23].

The affine quivers D̂n−1 correspond to a triangulation of a disk with
two punctures and (n − 3) marked points on the boundary. The mutation–
equivalent quiver with the maximal number (one) of Kronecker subquivers
is obtained by gluing one block of type IV, one of type II, and n − 5 blocks
of type I,

(6.60)
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which corresponds to the coupling of SU(2) to three N = 2 systems, two of
which being ordinary hypermultiplets. n = 5 reproduces SU(2) with Nf = 3.

The 2d model is a generalization of the one for SU(2) with three flavors.
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There are some exceptional cases. From SO(6) � SU(4), we see that
D̂3 � Â3(2, 2), and the same quiver represent both the triangulation of a
twice–punctured 1–gon and of an annulus with two marks on each boundary.
As we have remarked these two surfaces correspond to two different M–
theory realizations of SU(2) coupled to two fundamental flavors.

6.3.4. Example: a remarkable unique–quiver AF model. N = 2 and
N = 4 SU(2) super–Yang–Mills share a rare property, namely their quivers
— respectively the Kronecker and the Markov ones — are the only element
of their mutation class. In this section, we illustrate a third N = 2 theory
with this uniqueness property: the generalized Gaiotto model on the torus
with a pole of order three (i.e. a boundary with a marked point). Cutting
open the torus, we have the ideal triangulation in the figure

• 1

3

4

•

2

•

2

•
1

(6.61)

where the double line stands for the boundary of the surface. With the
numbering of arcs in figure, the adjacency matrix reads

B1,2 = +2 B1,3 = −1 B1,4 = −1(6.62)

B2,3 = +1 B2,4 = +1 B3,4 = +1.(6.63)

corresponding to the quiver

(6.64)

1

�� ��

3��

��

2 ��

������������������
4

������������������

Using Keller’s mutation applet [42], one checks that this quiver is the only
one in its mutation class. This theory has no flavor charge, and it is not UV
conformal according to our discussion in section 8, as well as the graphical
rule of section 5.3; indeed, (6.64) is a proper subgroup of the finite–mutation
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quiver obtained by gluing three type II blocks

(6.65)
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In section 9.2 we give an alternative definition of this theory as SU(2)
SYM gauging the diagonal SU(2) subgroup of the SU(2) × SU(2) global
symmetry of a composite N = 2 system.

From the 4d/2d correspondence perspective, the simplest Landau–
Ginzburg superpotential corresponding to this geometry is

(6.66) W (X) = ℘′(X).

One has

(6.67) W ′(X) = ℘′′(X) = 6 ℘(X)2 − 1
2

g2,

which gives four supersymmetric vacua at ±X±, where ℘(X±) = ±
√

g2/12.
This 2d model has all the subtleties we allude before; luckily, they were
understood in [1]. The detailed analysis is presented in appendix B.3. The
2d computation confirms the quiver (6.64).

6.4. Surface/quiver surgeries. From the general discussion in §. 5.3
as well as the examples in the previous two subsections, we see that
the process of coupling several basic N = 2 systems to construct more
complicated ones is reflected at the quiver level in a kind of graphical gluing
process. In the case of generalized Gaiotto theories, this gluing process
should be related to a topological surgery of the corresponding bordered
surface triangulated in a such a way that the triangulation of the resulting
surface may be easily related to those of the several pieces we glue.

The surface surgery process is important from Gaiotto’s duality point of
view [34], where SU(2) gauge sectors are described, in their weak coupling
limit, as long plumbing tubes connecting punctures in standard degeneration
limit of Riemann surfaces. The plumbing parameter is given by q = e2πiτ ,
where τ is the complexified SU(2) coupling. Thus the surgery processes
allow us to fill a gap in the discussion of §. 5.3 by showing that a Kronecker
subquiver Kr may be identified with a plumbing tube, which may be taken
to be tiny, thus setting the corresponding SU(2) coupling to small values
where a Lagrangian description is meaningful.

There are many possible surgery processes, corresponding to the variety
of ‘fundamental’ N = 2 systems and of possible supersymmetric couplings
between them. Here we limit to the basic ones, without any claim to the
completeness of the list. They are the ones with the more transparent
physical interpretation.
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6.4.1. Massive flavor surgery. Suppose we are in the following situation.
In some regime, the Gaiotto theory associated to the closed surface Cg,n

looks like two distinct sectors weakly coupled through some bi–fundamental
hypermultiplet, carrying his own flavor charge, whose SU(2) × SU(2) sym-
metry is weakly gauged by vectors belonging to both of the above sectors.
Giving mass to the coupling hypermultiplet, and taking the limit m → ∞,
the theory completely decouples into two distinct N = 2 systems, each
corresponding to a piece of the original surface Cg,n which gets broken in
two parts in the infinite mass limit. We are interested in understanding the
N = 2 physical systems encoded in each surface piece, and their relation to
the coupled N = 2 model engineered by the original surface Cg,n. Then we
wish to learn how to revert the process and couple together the sub–systems
by gluing various elementary ‘pieces’ to produce the higher genus surface
Cg,n.

The connected surface pieces arising from the m → ∞ limit are necessar-
ily surfaces with boundaries (i.e.. whose Gaiotto construction has irregular
poles). Indeed, the original theory was conformal, and hence the β–functions
of all SU(2) groups vanished, including the SU(2)’s gauging the symmetries
of the hypermultiplet whose mass we take to infinity. When this last field is
decoupled, the corresponding β–functions will not be zero any longer, but
equal to minus the original contribution from the massive hypermultiplet.
Therefore, neither of the two remaining decoupled sectors may be supercon-
formal, and hence they cannot correspond to a closed surface. However, since
the surgery is local, and only a puncture is involved, the two pieces will have
just one boundary component each, and the original puncture associated to
the massive flavor will remain as a marked point on each boundary.

From the point of view of the ideal triangulation, this is described as
follows. The triangulation has an arc γ, starting and ending at the ‘massive’
(ordinary) puncture, which separates the surface into parts (see figure 7).
We cut along the arc γ and separate the surface into two components C1
and C2. The arc γ then becomes — on both pieces C1, C2 — a boundary
with a marked point at the position of the original puncture. Notice that
this process is essentially local, so our discussion applies also to the case
in which cutting the separating arc γ will not disconnect the surface, but
rather produce two boundaries each with a marked point.

The two pieces are of the form Cg1,n1,1,1 and Cg2,n2,1,1 with

g = g1 + g2(6.68)

n = n1 + n2 + 1.(6.69)

The original quiver associated to the closed surface Cg,n had rank 6g−6+3n,
whereas the rank of each of the resulting subquivers is 6gi + 3ni − 2 so

(6.70) rank(Cg,n) = rank(Cg1,n1,1,1) + rank(Cg2,n2,1,1) + 1
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•
γ

C1 C2

Figure 7. A separating arc γ passing through a ‘massive’
ordinary puncture •

which is the correct number since we loose one flavor charge in the infinite
mass limit. Instead, if the surface remains connected after cutting γ, it has
the form Cg−1,n−1,2,2 whose rank 6g − 6 + 3n − 1 is again one less that the
original one.

From the quiver point of view, the process of breaking the surface into
two parts is straightforward. One simply eliminates the separating node •
and all the arrows connecting it to the rest of the quiver, thus obtaining two
disconnected components corresponding to the ideal triangulations of the
two pieces C1, C2 of the surface Cg,n or a connected quiver corresponding to
a surface Cg−1,n−1,2,2 having two boundaries each with a marking.

The inverse process, the massive flavor surgery, is also easy to describe.
Suppose we are given the quivers, Q1 and Q2, associated to the two pieces
each corresponding to a surface Ci with a boundary γi having a single marked
point (or the connected adjacency quiver of a surface with two boundary
components with one marking each). In the triangulation of C1, the boundary
segment γ1 is either a side of an ordinary triangle, or of a punctured 2–gon,
or of a twice–punctured 1–gon (this last possibility occurring only if C1 itself
is a twice–punctured 1–gon). In the block decomposition of Q1, the first two
possibilities correspond to a ‘boundary block’ of type, respectively, I or III.
In the third case Q1 ≡ Â3(2, 2). The same applies to Q2.

The rule to glue together Q1, Q2 ‘in the massive flavor way’ is just
to replace, in the block decomposition of each Qi, the block associated to
the boundary γi with a block having one more white node ◦ according to
figure 8.

Finally, we identify the white nodes ◦ added to the two quivers Qi getting
a connected quiver Q with rank D(Q) = D(Q1) + D(Q2) + 1. The extra
node produced by the process is the massive flavor charge of the coupling
hypermultiplet.
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Figure 8. Quiver block replacements in massive flavor surgery.

6.4.2. Examples. To simplify the figures, we represent double arrows as
single arrows with a 2 in a box.

1. The g = 2 n = 1 quiver

(6.71)
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has a separating node, namely 8. Erasing this and the associated arrows,
we get two disconnected copies of the quiver associated with a torus with a
boundary having a marked point, eqn.(6.64).
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2. The g = 2, n = 2 quiver

(6.72)
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has a separating node, 10. Deleting it and its arrows we get on the right the
quiver of a un–punctured torus having one boundary with a marked point,
and on the left the quiver of a once–punctured torus with a boundary with
a marked point.

6.4.3. Gauge surgery: the tube case. Assume we have a quiver with a
Kronecher sub–quiver attached to two oriented triangles as in the figure

(6.73)

1

�� ��

· · · 3

++��������
4

����������
· · ·

2

����������

++��������

where the ellipsis · · · means that the nodes 3, 4 are attached to the rest of
the quiver by any number of arrows consistent with the quiver being of the
triangulation type. In practice, this means that the nodes 3, 4 should be
identified with a white node of some block of the rest of the quiver.

Figure (6.73) corresponds to one of the three ways a Kronecker sub-
quiver may appear in a finite–mutation quiver (see §. 5.3), and is physically
interpreted as an SU(2) SYM gauging the SU(2) symmetries of the N = 2
systems represented by the subquivers · · · 3 and 4 · · · .

As we shall see momentarily, from the triangulation viewpoint the
subquiver (6.73) represents a tube region of the surface Cg,n,b,c. Of course,
this is nothing else than Gaiotto’s descriptions of SU(2) gauge groups as
plumbing tubes [34]. Then we can borrow his analysis of the relation between
the (complexified) SU(2) coupling τ and the plumbing parameter q = e2πiτ .
The weak coupling limit then corresponds to a tube in the Riemann surface
Cg,n,b,c which becomes infinitely long. In the limit q = e2πiτ → 0, the tube
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1

Figure 9. The punctures and arcs corresponding to the
subquiver (6.73).

pinches, and we remain either with two disconnected surfaces, Cg1,n1,b1 and
Cg2,n2,b2 , where

(6.74) g1 + g2 = g, n1 + n2 = n + 2, b1 + b2 = b,

or with a connected surface Cg′,n′,b′ with

(6.75) g′ = g − 1, n′ = n + 2, b′ = b.

In either cases, the total number of nodes in the (possibly disconnected)
quiver is conserved.

By the very concept of complete N = 2, the decoupled q → 0 theories
should be also complete, and their quivers of finite–mutation type. Thus
the coupling/decoupling process may be expressed in the quiver–theoretical
language.

In the triangulation of Cg,n,b,c, the sub–quiver (6.73) corresponds to a
tube or, more precisely, to a cylinder C1,1 with a marked point on each
boundary which is glued through its two boundary arcs — corresponding to
nodes 3 and 4 in (6.73) — to the rest of the surface Cg,n,b,c in such a way that
the two markings on the boundaries of C1,1 correspond to two (ordinary)
punctures of the surface Cg,n,b,c.

The cylinder with a marking on each boundary, C1,1, is precisely the
surface corresponding to pure SU(2) N = 2 super–Yang–Mills. We represent
the cylinder C1,1 as a rectangle with the two vertical sides identified. Then
an ideal triangulation looks like

(6.76)

• 3 •

•
2

1
�������������

4
•

2

or, equivalently figure 9, where the arcs are numbered as the nodes in the
subquiver (6.73).
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To do the surgery, we cut away the cylinder C1,1 along the two separating
arcs 3 and 4. This operation produces two boundaries each with a marked
point •. Next we glue to each of these two boundaries a self–folded triangle
along its external arc ext

•

•�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

int

ext

which introduces the extra puncture replacing the pinched tube.
The net result of gluing the self–folded triangle, is replacing the block

attaching the node 3 (resp. 4) to the rest of the quiver in the following way

(6.77)

type original block type replacing block (*)
I III
II IV
III Â3(2, 2)
IV V
V excep. trian. 4–punct. sphere

Table. Gauge tube surgery

(*) Attaching blocks of type III and V are possible only for C1 equal to
the twice–punctured 1–gon and, respectively, the 4–punctured sphere
(with its exceptional triangulation).

In the last step each of the two adjacency quivers of C1, C2 gets an extra
node (associated to the internal arc int of the glued self–folded triangle);
since in the process we have lost the two nodes associated to arcs 1 and 2
in figure (6.76), the total number of nodes is conserved, as expected.

The inverse process (gluing) is also easy. One takes two surfaces,
Cg1,n1,b1,c1 and Cg2,n2,b2,c2 , triangulated in such a way that the correspond-
ing quivers have one of the blocks in the second column of table (6.77).
These blocks correspond to a ‘puzzle piece’ of the triangulation containing
a self–folded triangle. Then one cuts away the self–folded triangles from the
corresponding ‘puzzle pieces’ of the two triangulated surfaces, producing
a boundary with one marked point on each surface Cg1,n1,b1,c1 , Cg2,n2,b2,c2 .
Finally one glues these boundaries to the boundaries of the cylinder (6.76)
identifying the marked points.

The above ‘tube’ surgery is only a special instance of the coupling of
two N = 2 theories by replacing a pair of punctures by a thin tube. It works
under the special assumption that both surfaces to be glued are triangulated
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in such a way that a self–folded triangle exists (in particular, each surface
must have at least either two punctures or a puncture and a boundary).
There are more general way of gluing quivers, which make sense under
weaker assumptions on the two surfaces to be glued. We may glue, for
instance, the quivers of a higher genus surface with one puncture to that
of a surface with two punctures. However, it is not possible to relax this
milder condition. The point is that, otherwise, we could get the quiver of a
puncture–less surface by gluing two once–punctured lower genus ones. But
this is clearly impossible.

6.4.4. Example: generalized hypermultiplet gaugings. Assume that the
SU(2) SYM associated to the tube to be pinched is coupled to the other
sectors by two generalized ‘hypermultiplets’. At the quiver level, this means
that we have a full subquiver of the form

(6.78)
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where the stands for any number of arrows connecting the four
nodes 1,2,3,4 of the subquiver to the nodes of the rest of the quiver, while
the nodes 2 and 1 (resp.4 and 3) are connected by � arrows (resp.m arrows).

The triangles 1, 2, 5 and 3, 4, 8 correspond to blocks of type II. Decou-
pling the SU(2), they get replaced by type IV blocks (cfr. table (6.77)).
Then, as τ → 0 we get

(6.79) · · · 1 5a�� 8a
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· · ·
(the full quiver may or may not be disconnected).

If � = m = 2, corresponding to an ordinary bi–fundamental hypermulti-
plet, we break the tube by replacing a gauge group and two bi–fundamentals
by two pairs of fundamental hypermultiplets coupled to the two SU(2)’s as-
sociated to the pairs of nodes 1, 2 and 3, 4, respectively.

6.4.5. Examples: gauging N = 2 subsystems. From the above we see
that we can couple the SU(2) gauge system any Gaiotto N = 2 system
whose surface C has at least one ordinary puncture (subject to the condition
that the glued surface has at least one puncture — if we wish a theory with
a well–defined quiver). Such a system admits an SU(2) global symmetry
which can be gauged.
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Figure 10. The Dn, D̂n and Γn,m quivers decomposed into
blocks: the last block on the right is of type III. The blocks
are divided by the vertical line |; the two ◦’s separated by a
vertical line should be identified to get back the original
quiver.

The more elementary such surfaces C are:
• the punctured disk with m marked points on the boundary whose

adjacency quiver is (up to mutation equivalence) the Dynkin quiver
Dm;

• the twice–punctured disk with m marking on the boundary corre-
sponding to the affine D̂m+2 quivers, mutation equivalent to (6.60);

• the punctured annulus with (n, m) marking on the boundaries, last
quiver in figure 10.

In their standard (Dynkin) form, the corresponding quivers contain one
type III block (two for D̂m+2, associated to the two ordinary punctures), as
can be seen from the block decompositions in figure 10 .

By the rules of the gauge tube surgery, we may replace that type III
block by a type I, and couple the ‘new’ white node to a Kronecker subquiver
via an oriented triangle. We describe this process as a ‘gauging’ of the system
described by the original surface C.
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Graphically, the gauging procedure looks as follows
(6.80)
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There is a field theory explanation of the above surgery. The idea is
that each block of type III in an adjacency quiver Q carries a global SU(2)
symmetry, and the surgery is just gauging it. Indeed, in presence of a type
III block we have a special flavor charge18 J with weights +1 and −1 for the
two black nodes of the type III block and zero elsewhere. The quiver (and
hence the physics) is symmetric under the simultaneous interchange of the
two black nodes and the corresponding mass parameters. This Z2 symmetry
acts on the above charge as J → −J , so the natural interpretation is that
J is the Cartan generator of su(2) and Z2 its Weyl group.

We can check this interpretation in a special case. From figure (6.80) we
see that the gauging of an ordinary fundamental hypermultiplet corresponds
to the gauging of the D2 ∼ A1 ×A1 Argyres–Douglas system: a fundamental
hypermultiplet is two free hypermultiplets each with its own SU(2) flavor
charge. In other words we can consider the subquiver consisting of the two
end nodes of the Dn series, which corresponds to two decoupled hypermulti-
plets, which can be gauged by the SU(2). In this way the BPS quiver keeps
only one of the two fundamentals (as discussed in the context of BPS quivers
of SU(2) coupled to one fundamental), as the other one can be obtained by
the combination of elements of SU(2)’s Kronecker quiver, and one of the
two fundamental states. This explains why effectively we get rid of one of
the two end nodes of the D diagram and connect the remaining node to the
Kronecker quiver in the standard way.

A preliminary discussion of the physical properties of these gauged
N = 2 systems are presented in section 9.

6.5. Vector–less quivers. In this section we show why the only
‘vector–less’ quivers are the ADE Dynkin ones. By this we mean that
this is the only class which does not have any double arrows in any muta-
tion of the corresponding quiver. For the eleven exceptional classes the fact
that there are double lines in the quiver follows from direct inspection. It
remains to consider the adjacency quiver of bordered surfaces.

The example in §.6.2.3 shows that all surfaces with g ≥ 1 and at least
one puncture have a triangulation with at least one double–arrow. On the
other hand, suppose we have a surface with g ≥ 1 and b ≥ 1. We may cut

18 Recall that a flavor charge is a vector in Γ which is a zero eigenvector of the
exchange matrix B.
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open the surface to get a hyperbolic 4g–gon and start triangulating as in
the figure

• 1

2g+1

2g+2

•
2

��
��

��
�

•

3

•

2

•

•
1

'''''''''''''

(6.81)

which gives B12 = +2. Hence all g ≥ 1 triangulation quivers are mutation–
equivalent to ones having at least one double–arrow.

For g = 0, all surfaces with n ≥ 4 or b ≥ 2 have quivers in the mutation–
class with double arrows. Taking into account the restrictions on n, b, c
for g = 0 [3], we remain with the possibility b = 1. If b = 1 and n = 2
we have affine–D̂ quivers which are mutation–equivalent to those in figure
(6.60) having a Kronecker subquiver.

We remain with surfaces with b = 1, n = 0, corresponding to the
mutation class of the Ar Dynkin quivers, and b = 1, n = 1, associated
to the mutation class of the Dr Dynkin ones. These finite Dynkin quivers
are known to be vector–free.

7. Identification of the exceptional theories

It remains to identify the complete N = 2 theories associated to
the eleven exceptional mutation classes which are mutation–finite but not
associated to the ideal triangulation of any surface. They may be divided in
four families (we write a standard representative for each mutation–class):

(1) finite–type Dynkin quivers of type E6, E7, E8;
(2) affine–type Dynkin quivers of type Ê6, Ê7, Ê8;
(3) Saito’s [43] elliptic–type Dynkin quiver (with oriented triangles) of

type ̂̂
E7,

̂̂
E7,

̂̂
E8;

(4) the Derksen–Owen quivers X6 and X7 [4].

The models associated to the first family, E6, E7, E8, were already
discussed in [2]. They are a generalization of the Argyres–Douglas model
corresponding to the world–sheet theory of a M5–brane compactified to
four dimension on a complex curve with equation the corresponding E–type
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Figure 11. The Am �An quiver.

minimal singularity

(7.1)
E6 y3 + x4 = 0
E7 y3 + y x3 = 0
E8 y3 + x5 = 0

They are UV conformal, and vector–less.

7.1. Elliptic and affine E–models. The elliptic E–models turn out
to be special instances of the class of models studied in [2] which are labelled
by a pair (G, G′) of simply–laced Dynkin graphs (G, G′ = ADE). They
correspond to the 4d N = 2 theory obtained by compactifying Type IIB
superstring on the local Calabi–Yau hypersurface H ⊂ C4 of equation

(7.2) H : WG(x1, x2) + WG′(x3, x4) = 0,

where WG(x1, x2) + x2
0 is the canonical surface singularity associated to the

given Dynkin diagram G. The quiver of the (G, G′) model is given by the
square tensor product of the Dynkin graphs of G and G′, G �G′ (for the
product orientation rule see refs. [2,55]). The quiver Am �An is represented
in figure 11.

Up to mutation–equivalence one has the following identifications [3]:̂̂
E6 ∼ A2 �D4(7.3) ̂̂
E7 ∼ A3 �A3(7.4) ̂̂
E8 ∼ A2 �A5.(7.5)
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The first one may be further simplified using D4 ∼ A2 �A2 [2]. Hence the
corresponding 4d N = 2 models may be engineered by Type IIB on the
hypersurface H :

(7.6)

quiver CY hypersurface H (n1, n2, n3)̂̂
E6 x2

0 + x3
1 + x3

2 + x3
3 + ax1x2x3 = 0 (2, 2, 2)

̂̂
E7 x2

0 + x4
1 + x4

2 + x2
3 + ax1x2x3 = 0 (3, 3, 1)

̂̂
E8 x2

0 + x3
1 + x6

2 + x2
3 + ax1x2x3 = 0 (2, 4, 1)

Notice that the section x0 = 0 of each hypersurface is a quasi–homogeneous
cone over an elliptic curve embedded in some weighted projective space.
Indeed the Saito’s elliptic roots systems are related to elliptic singularities.
The only other elliptic Dynkin diagram which is a finite–mutation quiver

is ̂̂
D4 which corresponds to SU(4) with Nf = 4 (i.e. the sphere with four

punctures).

In a ̂̂
Er mutation class there are many quivers having a transparent

physical interpretation. First of all, we have the tensor product quivers
G �G′, G′ �G, G′ � G, and G � G′, which using the results of ref. [2]
imply that the model is UV conformal with a quantum monodromy M(q) of
order19

(7.7) r =
h(G) + h(G′)

gcd{h(G), h(G′)} =

⎧⎨⎩2 for ̂̂
E7

3 for ̂̂
E6,

̂̂
E8,

which means, in particular, that the the UV U(1)R charges ri of the
primary operators are of the form 1

r N. Moreover, the (G, G′) N = 2 model
has two special chambers with a finite BPS spectrum consisting only of
hypermultiplets. In the first such chamber they have charges [2]

(7.8) αi ⊗
∑

a

n(s)
a βa ∈ ΓG ⊗ ΓG′ � ΓG � G′ ,

where αi ∈ ΓG are the simple roots of G and
∑

a n
(s)
a βa ∈ ΓG′ are all the

positive roots. In the second chamber the two Dynkin diagrams interchange

roles G ↔ G′. On the other hand, the ̂̂
Er quivers are not vector–less and

hence have regimes described by mutation–equivalent quivers containing
Kronecker subquivers; indeed the usual elliptic Dynkin forms have one
Kronecker sub–quiver, see figure 1, and they correspond to pure SU(2)

19 Eqn.(7.7) holds for the groups in eqns.(7.3)–(7.5) but not in general. For the general
case see [56].
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coupled to three N = 2 D–systems of the kind discussed in sections 5.3
and 6.4.5.

The family of coupled three N = 2 D–systems has quivers of the
suggestive form

(7.9) Q(n1, n2, n3) =

=

•

����

b1�� bn2−1 bn2
��

an1
�� an1−1 a1

����������

•

��








��

�����������������
c1

��
cn3−1 cn3

��

(notice that the quiver is symmetric under the interchanging of the nodes
with a, b and c labels.) Q(1, 1, 1) � D̂4 is just the quiver of SU(2) with three
flavors.

The ̂̂
Er N = 2 models are engineered by Type IIB on the CY hypersur-

face x2
0+Wn1,n2,n3(x1, x2, x3) = 0, where Wn1,n2,n3(x1, x2, x3) is the equation

of the elliptic curve in weighted projective space

(7.10) Wn1,n2,n3(x1, x2, x3) ≡ xn1+1
1 + xn2+1

2 + xn3+1
3 + λ x1 x2 x3

and the integers (n1, n2, n3) are as in the table (7.6). The corresponding
quiver is simply Q(n1, n2, n3) for the same triplet of integers. Following our
discussion in section 5.3, we expect that these models have BPS chambers,
different from the two finite–spectrum ones analyzed in ref. [2], with BPS
vector multiplets in the spectrum weakly coupled to the supersymmetric
D–systems.

This completes the identification for the elliptic–E N = 2 models as
the models obtained by compactifying Type IIB on the corresponding CY
hypersurface, see table (7.6).

More generally, we may ask for which triplet of integers (n1, n2, n3) —
besides the ones in table (7.6) — the quiver Q(n1, n2, n3) is of the finite–
mutation type. Not surprisingly, the condition turns out to be

(7.11)
1

n1 + 1
+

1
n2 + 1

+
1

n3 + 1
≥ 1,

in one–to–one correspondence with Coxeter reflection groups for the sphere
and the plane. The N = 2 theories for which the inequality ≥ in eqn.(7.11)
is replaced by equality = are actually UV superconformal (see next section).

The solutions to condition (7.11) are listed in table 1.

From the table we infer an interpretation of the affine–Ê quivers. They
are precisely the asymptotically free, complete N = 2 models associated to
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(7.12)

n1, n2, n3 equivalent Dynkin quiver
1, 1, s D̂s+3 disk with n = 2, c = s + 1
1, 2, 2 Ê6 asymptotically free
1, 2, 3 Ê7 asymptotically free
1, 2, 4 Ê8 asymptotically free

2, 2, 2 ̂̂
E6 superconformal

1, 3, 3 ̂̂
E7 superconformal

1, 2, 5 ̂̂
E8 superconformal

Table 1. The solutions (n1, n2, n3) to condition (7.11) and
the Dynkin quiver mutation–equivalent to the quiver
Q(n1, n2, n3).

Type IIB on the (UV fixed point of the) hypersurface

(7.13) x2
0 + xn1+1

1 + xn2+1
2 + xn3+1

3 + λ x1 x2 x3 = 0

where n1, n2, n3 are as specified in the table 1.
Table 1 gives us also an alternative construction of affine-D̂ models in

terms of Type IIB enineering.

As a further check of the identifications for the affine D̂r, Êr models in
table 1, let us consider it from the point of view of the 4d/2d correspon-
dence. The above identifications gives the 2d Landau–Ginzburg model with
superpotential Wn1,n2,n3(x1, x2, x3) in eqn. (7.10). The D̂r, Êr affine Dynkin
diagrams correspond to the triplets of integers (n1, n2, n3) with

(7.14)
1

n1 + 1
+

1
n2 + 1

+
1

n3 + 1
> 1.

The identification requires the Witten index of the two dimensional model
to be equal to the rank of the corresponding affine Lie algebra, i.e. r + 1. A
direct computation shows that, under the condition (7.14), one has

(7.15) 2d Witten index = n1 +n2 +n3 +2 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
s + 4 for D̂s+3

7 for Ê6

8 for Ê7

9 for Ê8

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ ≡ r+1.

This result supplements the classification of 2d N = 2 affine models [1].

7.2. The Derksen–Owen quivers X7, X6. There remain only two
mutation–finite classes: X7 and X6.
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7.2.1. X7. The mutation class of X7 consists of just two distinct quivers
[4]. The one with double–arrows is

(7.16)
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The quiver (7.16) is maximal finite–mutation (Theorem 13 of [4]), and
hence it is expected to correspond to an UV conformal N = 2 theories (this
prediction will be confirmed momentarily).

X7 has one flavor charge, associated to the node in (7.16) represented
by the symbol �. The corresponding vector in the charge lattice is

(7.17) flavor charge vector = γ� +
1
2

∑
γ•.

The physical interpretation of this quiver is straightforward. Associated
to the above flavor charge we have a mass parameter m. Taking m → ∞,
we approach a limit where a weakly coupled Lagrangian description is
adequate: We have a full hypermultiplet in the quaternionic (pseudoreal)
representation

(7.18) (2,2,2)+1 ⊕ (2,2,2)−1

of its symmetry group SU(2)×SU(2)×SU(2)×SO(2) and the three SU(2)’s
are weakly gauged by three copies of SU(2) SYM represented by the three
Kronecker subquivers, • ��

�� • , in figure (7.16). Its unique flavor charge
(7.17) corresponds to the SO(2) symmetry of the hypermultiplet with mass
parameter m.

Taking m → 0, this model reduces to the conformal Gaiotto model with
g = 2 and no puncture. Indeed, in some corner of its moduli space, the genus
two curve with no punctures may be physically interpreted as in the figure

(7.19)

•

© © ©

•
where the ©’s stand for SU(2) gauge groups and the •’s for tri–fundamental
half –hypermultiplets. The two half–hypermultiplets have the same quantum
numbers with respect to all gauge groups, and so we may combine them into
a complete hypermultiplet in the (2,2,2) of the SU(2)3 gauge group. This
process introduces — in the above Lagrangian corner of the moduli space
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Figure 12. A : A trifundamental half–multiplet corre-
sponds to a thrice–punctured sphere attached to three long
plumbing tubes. B: Two of the three punctures may be con-
nected by a long tube making a handle.

— an emergent SO(2) symmetry — not present in the original Gaiotto
construction — which is the one associated to the node � of the X7 quiver.
In particular, the relation with Gaiotto’s g = 2 theory shows that the X7
N = 2 is UV conformal, as expected from the graphical rule.

This emergence of a flavor symmetry is special to g = 2, and does
not generalizes to g > 2. This explains why X7 is an isolated exception
without higher rank analogues. Indeed, in the Gaiotto framework [34],
the degeneration of a genus g > 1 surface without punctures into three–
punctured spheres connected by long cyclinders corresponds to a Lagrangian
description in which each punctured sphere corresponds to a trifundamental
half –hypermultiplet in the representation (2,2,2) of SU(3)3, which has no
flavor symmetry (see figure 12. A ), while each long cylinder corresponds
to a weakly coupled SU(2) SYM. In order to have a flavor symmetry,
we need at least two such half–hypermultiplets in the same representation
of the gauge group. This may happen only if the three punctures of the
sphere representing the second half–hypermultiplet are connected to the
same three tubes as the sphere representing the first one. Then the two
punctured spheres and the three tubes connecting them form a g = 2 surface
disconnected from the rest. The only other possibility is that two punctures
of the same sphere are connected together to form a handle (as in figure
12.B). This also leads to g = 2, see next section.
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From the figure (7.19) it is obvious that the model is UV conformal:
Indeed, each SU(2) ‘sees’ four fundamental hypermutliplets, and hence has
a vanishing β–function.

7.2.2. X6. The X6 exceptional mutation class consists of five distinct
quivers [4]. Two of them have double arrows (they are source/sink equiva-
lent, and hence represent essentially the same physics),

(7.20)
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The X6 quiver has no flavor charge. X6 is not maximal mutation–finite,
but the only mutation–finite quiver containing it is X7 itself (Theorem 12
of [4]). Hence the corresponding N = 2 theory must be UV asymptotically
free, and must arises as a particular decoupling limit of the X7 N = 2 model.
In fact, as already discussed any subsystem of a quiver can be viewed as
arising in a particular limit of moduli space of that theory. Thus X6 which
is a subquiver of X7 obtained by deleting one of the nodes of a double line
can be obtained from a limit of X7 theory.

That the X7 theory has such a limit may be understood more explicitly.
By the very concept of complete N = 2 theory, the X7 model has enough
quantum consistent deformations that we may actually realize as sensible
QFT all of its formal geometric limits. In particular, in the deformation
space of X7 there should be contained all relevant/marginal deformations of
any theory related by Gaiotto dualities to the g = 2 conformal theory which
is the m → 0 limit of X7.

Between the Gaiotto dual theories, we have the one corresponding to
the degeneration of the g = 2 surface shown in the right hand side of the
figure
(7.21)

•

© © ©

•

Gaiotto duality−−−−−−−−−→ © • © • ©

where, again, ©’s stand for SU(2) gauge groups and •’s for half –hypermulti-
plets h

(a)
αα̇α̈ in the (2,2,2) of SU(2)3.

In the second limit, the same SU(2) SYM gauges the first pair α, α̇ of
SU(2) indices, so that the matter representation content in terms of the
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three gauge groups is

(7.22)
(
(3,1,2) ⊕ (1,1,2)

)
⊕

(
(1,3,2) ⊕ (1,1,2)

)
.

In this duality limit, we have two half–hypermultiplets with the same
quantum numbers under all gauged symmetries, namely (1,1,2), and hence
an SO(2) flavor symmetry rotating them. To this SO(2) symmetry we
may associate a mass defomation, μ. Since the X7 theory is complete, this
deformation should correspond to a region in its coupling space.

At this point we take the decoupling limit μ → ∞. We get a N = 2
theory with a charge lattice of rank 6, no flavor charge, which is asymp-
totically free. Assuming there is a BPS quiver for this theory, it should be
mutation–finite and contained in X7. There is only on such quiver, namely
X6.

8. Conformal, complete theories

8.1. U(1)R symmetry. The N =2 theories corresponding to mutation-
finite quivers, being UV complete QFT, in the ultra–violet are either confor-
mal or asymptotically free. In the first case there is a point in their parameter
space (belonging to some specific chamber and hence corresponding to a par-
ticular quiver in the given mutation–class) in which the full superconformal
invariance is restored.

In this section we address the question of classifying the subset of
complete N = 2 theories which have such a superconformal point. In 4d, a
necessary condition for N = 2 superconformal invariance is the existence of
a conserved U(1)R current. More precisely, the U(1) associated to the overall
phase of the Seiberg–Witten differential λ should become a symmetry at the
conformal point.

For a generalized Gaiotto model, this U(1) acts on the quadratic differ-
ential as

(8.1) φ2 → e2iθ φ2.

Hence, for this class of models, we have a conserved U(1)R symmetry iff
there exists a complex automorphism of the surface C, fθ : C → C, such that

(8.2) f∗
θ φ2

∣∣∣ conformal
point

= e2iθ φ2

∣∣∣ conformal
point

.

For the kind of punctured bordered surfaces of interest here, we have a
continuous group of automorphisms only if C is a sphere with one or two
punctures, where we may have either ordinary double poles or higher ones.
Except for these special cases, (8.2) may be satisfied only by setting

(8.3) φ2

∣∣∣ conformal
point

= 0.

Moreover, this should be achieved by finite deformation of the theory
(otherwise, we would simply have an asymptotically free theory, which is
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conformal at infinite distance in Coulomb branch). For poles higher than
order 2, there will always be some Coulomb branch vevs which correspond
to residues of the poles, and using the metric

∫
|δλSW |2 we find this leads

to infinite distance, where λSW denotes the Seiberg-Witten differential ydx.
The regular poles can be set to zero by setting the corresponding mass to
zero. Thus, the only superconformal N = 2 theories associated to surfaces
with g > 0 or g = 0 with at least three punctures (ordinary or otherwise)
are the regular Gaiotto ones without higher order poles.

The sphere with a single puncture is a well–defined N = 2 quiver theory
only if we have a pole of order p ≥ 6 — corresponding to a disk with (p− 2)
marked points i.e. a (p − 2)–gon. This corresponds to the Ap−5 Argyres–
Douglas models which are known to have a superconformal point.

Likewise, the sphere with an ordinary puncture and one pole of order p
is associated to Dp Argyres–Douglas theory which also has a superconformal
point.

Instead, the sphere with two higher order poles is associated to an an-
nulus with marked points on both boundaries. This theory is just asymptot-
ically free: special instances are SU(2) gauge theory coupled to Nf = 0, 1, 2
fundamental flavors. The fact that they are not superconformal is particu-
larly evident from the 4d/2d perspective: they correspond to the 2d models

(8.4) W (X) = enX + e−mX ,

which has no continuous symmetry since the approximate U(1)R symmetries
around the north and south poles do not agree in the intermediate region.
In the language of ref. [1], this corresponds to a unipotent non–semisimple
2d monodromy.

It remains to discuss the 11 exceptional models. The models associated
to the ordinary E6, E7, E8 Dynkin quivers are a kind of exceptional Argyres–
Douglas theories, already studied in [2]. They are known to have a conformal
point.

The N = 2 theories associated to affine and elliptic E–type Dynkin
quivers are best studied by the Type IIB geometrical engineering described
in section 7. Then the conformal U(1)R should arise from a U(1) symmetry of
the local Calabi–Yau hypersurface which acts on the holomorphic 3–form Ω
as Ω → eiθ Ω. In this way we see that the affine Ê–models have no conformal
point, and thus are UV asymptotically free. This was to be expected, given
that the affine Â– and affine D̂–models are UV asymptotically free, and
affine ÂD̂Ê models form a family with uniform properties.

The elliptic ̂̂
E–models, instead, have a conformal regime which was

studied in detail in ref. [2] and reviewed in §. 7. Notice that the only other

elliptic Dynkin diagram which gives a mutation–finite quiver, namely ̂̂
D4,

corresponds to SU(2) with Nf = 4, and it is also UV superconformal.
Finally X7 has a conformal limit, corresponding to m → 0, as we may

check from its Lagrangian formulation. In this limit the theory coincides
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with the g = 2 Gaiotto model, so — as a conformal theory — it is already
in the surface list, and we don’t get a new model. X6 is not UV conformal.

In conclusion, the full list of complete N = 2 theories which have a UV
superconformal limit are

• Gaiotto theories;
• ADE Argyres–Douglas theories;

• elliptic ̂̂
E6,

̂̂
E7,

̂̂
E8 theories;

• X7.

8.2. Proof of the graphical rule. Finally, we wish to show that the
above list just coincide with the set of all normalized mutation–finite quivers
which are either vector–less or maximal.

The rule holds for the 11 exceptional classes by inspection: affine Êr and
X6 are neither maximal nor vector–free, and are non–conformal; the others

are either vector–free, Er, or maximal, ̂̂
Er, X7, and are conformal.

Then to prove the graphical rule it is enough to show that a normalized
(non–exceptional) mutation–finite quiver which is maximal is the triangula-
tion of a surface without boundaries (that is with only ordinary punctures).

Indeed, if a surface C has a boundary component S1, we may glue to
it another surface C′ with an S1 boundary, and hence C is not maximal.
More precisely, at the level of block decomposition of the adjacency quiver,
the S1 boundary component corresponds to one of the following three
possibilities20: i) a free unpaired white node ◦; ii) a block of type II; iii)
a block of type III. To normalize the quiver, we replace the blocks of type
III with a type II and a type I with arrows pointing in opposite directions,
so case iii) is eliminated by the normalization assumption.

In case i) we may glue another block at the unpaired ◦ node and the
quiver is not maximal. In case ii) we replace the block II by a block III
oriented in the same way, and the quiver is not maximal.

On the other hand, a surface without boundaries (corresponding to a
Hitchin system with only regular singularities) has an adjacency quiver
composed by blocks of type II, IV and V with all the white nodes ◦ paired up.
There is no possibility to attach extra nodes while getting a graph which is
still an adjacency quiver. Finally, we have to check that no adjacency quiver
of a surface with no–boundary is a subquiver of an exceptional one. This is
true by inspection.

9. Physical properties of gauging N = 2 D–sub-systems

In this paper we have found compelling evidence that many complete
N = 2 systems are best understood as a number of SU(2) gauge sectors
coupled to some N = 2 systems with SU(2) symmetry. In this section we

20 In case of a boundary with many marked points, we have typically many of the
following quiver blocks, and hence many possible extensions of the quiver which keep it
mutation–finite.
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discuss some physical properties of the very simplest examples of such N = 2
systems, consisting of gauging N = 2 D–subsystems.

9.1. β–functions of D–systems. We first focus our attention on the
N = 2 theories associated to the the affine quivers Â(m, n) with21 m, n ≥ 1,
D̂n−1 and Êr. We have seen that they are mutation equivalent, respectively,
to figure 6, eqn.(6.60), and eqn.(7.9) with (n1, n2, n3) as in table 1. They are
naturally interpreted as SU(2) coupled to

• one Dm+1–system for Â(m + 1, 1);
• one Dm+1–system and one Dm′+1–system for Â(m + 1, m′ + 1);
• two fundamental hypermultiplets and one Dm+1–system for D̂m+3;
• one fundamental hypermultiplet and two 2 D3–systems for Ê6;
• one fundamental hypermultiplet, a D3–system, and a D4–system

for Ê7;
• one fundamental hypermultiplet, a D3–system, and a D5–system

for Ê8;

Note that as discussed in §. 6.4.5, a Dm+1 system couples to an SU(2)
Kronecker quiver by the attachment of the subquiver

(9.1)
m nodes︷ ︸︸ ︷

� • • • • •

(the orientation being irrelevant) having a special node, �, where we attach
the oriented triangle coupling the subquiver to the Kronecker one. For
m = 1, we get back the usual hypermultiplet; to get more elegant formulae,
it is convenient to extend the definition to m = 0, corresponding to the
empty N = 2 system.

As we saw in the previous section, all affine complete N = 2 theories are
asymptotically free. Hence the β–function of the SU(2) has to be negative.
Comparing with the above list, we get that the contribution to the SU(2)
β–function from the coupling to an Dm+1 N = 2 theory is less than twice
the contribution from a fundamental hypermultiplet.

To get a precise formula for the β–function contribution of a Dm+1

system we have to look at the elliptic complete N = 2 models: ̂̂
D4,

̂̂
E6,̂̂

E7,
̂̂
E8, which may also be described as SU(2) coupled to Dm+1–system

(see figure 1 on page 38). These theories are UV superconformal, and hence
have a vanishing β–function. These results are reproduced by taking the
β–function of the Dm+1 system to be

(9.2) 2
(

1 − 1
m + 1

)
21 The affine quiver ̂A(m, 0) is mutation equivalent to the finite Dynkin quiver Dm.
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times that of a fundamental hypermultiplet. Note that this formula gives
the correct result for m = 0 and m = 1, and it is always less than 2, as
required.

Eqn.(9.2) has a simple heuristic interpretation in terms of the string
world–sheet theory. SU(2) coupled to three Dm+1–system, is engineered
by Type IIB on the hypersurface (7.13), and the world–sheet theory is
the Landau–Ginzburg model with the rhs of (7.13) as superpotential with
Liouville superfield dependent couplings (in order to get 2d superconformal
invariance) [45]. The world–sheet Liouville couplings reflect the 4d β–
function. These couplings, and hence the β–function, are proportional to
(ĉ − 1). In particular

(9.3) λ X1X2X3 → λ0 e(1−ĉ)φ X1X2X3

λ being the coupling which, in the conformal case, encodes the modulus of
the torus τ . Let b the coefficient of the SU(2) β–function (normalized so
that the contribution of a fundamental hypermultiplet is +1); then

(9.4) b = −4 + 2
3∑

i=1

(
1 − 1

mi + 1

)
≡

3∑
i=1

(
1 − 2

mi + 1

)
− 1 = ĉ − 1,

and so eqn.(9.2) is suggestive of another manifestation of the general 4d/2d
correspondence.

9.2. D̂–systems and new N = 2 dualities. Similar arguments may
be applied to other basic N = 2 systems which are conveniently used as
building blocks of more complex theories. E.g. the D̂m+1 theory has an
SU(2)×SU(2) symmetry, that can be gauged, corresponding the two double
ends. As discussed in §. 6.4.5 this leads to attaching the subquiver

(9.5)
m nodes︷ ︸︸ ︷

� • • • • • �
to two Kronecker systems one on each end. Since we may replace anyone of
the type I blocks in figure (6.4.5) with a type II block, any quiver containing
the subquiver (6.4.5) is not maximal, and hence corresponds to an UV
asymptotically free theory. A naive analogy with the previous case would
lead to the wrong conclusion that the contribution from an m ≥ 2 such
system to the SU(2) β–functions of both SYM coupled at the nodes � is less
than the one from a bi–fundamental hypermultiplet. This is not correct: The
contribution to the β–function of the gauging SU(2)’s is equal to that of a
bi–fundamental hypermultiplet. Nevertheless the resulting model cannot be
superconformal simply because the D̂m+1 sector is by itself asymptotically
free, and the couplings which have negative β–functions are the ones inside
the system described by the subquiver (9.5). Indeed, we have a dual picture
of this N = 2 theory: Up to mutation, the quiver D̂m+1 may be taken in the
form (6.60) which is naturally interpreted as an SU(2) SYM coupled to two
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fundamental hypermultiplets and one D-system. The SU(2) × SU(2) flavor
symmetry of the D̂m+1 system may be interpreted simply as the usual flavor
symmetry of the two fundamental hypermultiplets. So, we may think of a
model where the SU(2) × SU(2) symmetry of a D̂m+1 theory is gauged as
a theory with one more gauge group, where the extra group gauges a pair
of bi–fundamental half–hypermultiplets and a D–system.

A new kind of N = 2 duality is obtained from the mutation–equivalence
Γ(n, m) ∼ Γ(m, n) for the triangulation of a punctured annulus with (n, m)
marking on the boundaries. In term of quivers, this may be seen as an SU(2)
which gauges the SU(2) symmetry of a D-system and one of the two SU(2)
factor subgroups of the SU(2) × SU(2) symmetry of a D̂–system, while the
other subgroup remains as a global symmetry (corresponding to the type
III block in the Γ(n, m) quiver). Again we have a duality interchanging the
ranks of the two systems. This theory may be understood as an SU(2)2

gauge theory where both SU(2)’s gauge the same half–bifundamental, then
each of them gauge a D–system, and one of the two SU(2)’s also gauges a
fundamental hypermultiplet.

The two � nodes of the subquiver (9.5) may be gauged by two distinct
SU(2) SYM, or the same SYM may gauge the diagonal SU(2) subgroup of
the SU(2) × SU(2) of the D̂–systems. In the last case we get the quiver

(9.6)

r−1 nodes for ̂Dr︷ ︸︸ ︷
•

��

�� • �� • • �� •

33;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

• ���� •

44<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

��

r = 2 gives N = 2∗, r = 3 the unique–quiver model of section 6.3.4, and
more generally, the generalized Gaiotto theory associated to a torus with a
boundary having r − 2 marks.

Note that, since D̂3 ∼ Â3(2, 2) the ‘remarkable’ theory of §. 6.3.4 may be
interpreted as SU(2) SYM gauging a SU(2) subgroup of the SU(2)×SU(2)
flavor symmetry of SU(2) SQCD with Nf = 2. This gives a Lagrangian
formulation of the unique–quiver model of section 6.3.4, confirming that it
is an asymptotic free theory without flavor charges.

9.3. BPS spectrum of SU(2) SYM coupled to D–systems. In
this section we determine the BPS spectra of SU(2) SYM coupled to one,

two, or three Dr–systems. With the exception of the elliptic models22 ̂̂
Er,

these theories are asymptotically free and have an affine quiver of the form

22 The strong coupling BPS spectrum of the elliptic models is described in §. It is
likely that they have also ‘weak coupling’ chambers with BPS vector multiplets.
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Â(m, n) (m, n ≥ 1), D̂r or Êr. The first N = 2 models in these series are
just SU(2) SQCD with Nf ≤ 3.

As in section 2.2 the BPS spectrum is determined by the Kac–Moody
representation theory.

We have a strong coupling BPS chamber with only hypermultiplet dyons,
one for each simple root of corresponding Kac–Moody algebra with the
charge vector

(9.7) αi = (0, · · · , 0, 1, 0, · · · 0)

in the basis of the charge lattice Γ in which the quiver has the standard
affine Dynkin graph form.

Then we have a weak coupling chamber with an infinite BPS dyon
spectrum consisting of hypermultiplet of charge vector

(9.8)
∑

i

ni αi ∈ Δre
+

and a BPS vector multiplet of charge vector equal the indivisible imaginary
root

(9.9) δ =
∑

i

ai αi,

where ai are the Dynkin weights, equal, by the McKay correspondence, to
the dimensions of the irreducible representations of the corresponding finite
subgroup of SU(2).

10. Conclusions

Appendix A. Strong coupling spectra of affine quiver models

In this appendix we show that the strong coupled spectrum of any
N = 2 theory having an affine quiver without oriented cycles is given by one
hypermultiplet per simple root.

The basic point about affine quivers without oriented loops is the
existence of frieze sequence [23]. In particular, we may number the vertices
from 1 to D in such a way that each vertex i is a source in the full subquiver
of vertices 1, · · · , i. Let μ̃k be the combination of the elementary quiver
mutation, μk, with the corresponding change of basis in Γ as defined in
equations (6.2)(6.3) of [2] (we adopt the same conventions). Then if the
product

(A.1) μ̃1 ◦ μ̃2 ◦ · · · ◦ μ̃D,

acts on the quantum torus algebra TΓ as the inversion I, then the corre-
sponding product of elementary quantum cluster mutations

(A.2) K(q) = Q1 Q2 · · · QD,
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is the quantum half–monodromy (the omnipop in the language of [24])
from which we may read the BPS spectrum23 in the corresponding chamber
(which is the strong coupled one) [cnv,ceclect].

The above identity follows from the simple observation that the vertex
i is a source in the mutated quiver

(A.3) Qi = μi+1 ◦ μi+2 ◦ · · · ◦ μD(Q),

so the i–th transformation μ̃i in the sequence (A.1) just inverts Xi → X−1
i

while keeping invariant Xj for j �= i. Thus the effect of the product (A.1) is
just to invert all quantum cluster variables, that is the product in eqn.(A.1)
is I.

The formula (A.2) also determines the BPS phase cyclic order in terms
of the affine quiver orientation.

Appendix B. Details on some Landau–Ginzburg models

In this appendix we present some details on the two–dimensional com-
putations for some of the Landau–Ginzburg models mentioned in the main
body of the paper.

B.1. The second form of Nf = 2. This realization of Nf = 2 may
be set in relation with the LG model

(B.1) W (X) = eX +
1

(1 − e−X)2
.

This 2d theory has four classical vacua. One at e−X = ∞, and the other
three at the at e−X equal to the three roots of

(B.2) y3 − y2 + 3y − 1 = 0,

which has one positive real root r = e−Xr , Xr > 1, and a pair of complex
conjugate ones ρ, ρ̄. The critical values are

W∞ = 0, Wr real positive ≈ 3.17748(B.3)

Wρ = (Wρ̄)∗ complex with negative real part.(B.4)

We know the following facts about the BPS quiver:

• should be connected and compatible with ĉuv = 1. Indeed, were it
not connected, the connected components will have at most three
nodes, and all such theories are already classified;

• the numbers of BPS states connecting ρ with ∞ (resp. r) is the
same as the number of states connecting ρ̄ with ∞ (resp. r) since
they are related by complex conjugation;

• there are no solitons connecting r and ∞.

23 As well as the BPS phase order.
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Then the graph underlying the quiver must have the form

(B.5) ρ

++
++

++
++















∞ r

ρ̄

��������

�������

where the dashed line means that there may be or not a soliton connecting
the two complex vacua. We also know that the orientation of the arrows
should be invariant under reflection with respect to the horizontal axis (i.e.
under complex conjugation). Finally, we know that the direction of the
arrows should be consistent with ĉ = 1, which requires that any proper sub–
quiver should be a minimal model one. This leaves us with three possible
BPS quivers which are all mutation–equivalent to Â3(2, 2).

B.2. Nf = 3. One has

(B.6) W ′ = 2 e2X (eX − 1)3 − 1
(eX − 1)3

so that we have two vacua at X = −∞, and three vacua for eX = 1 + �,
where � is a primitive third root of 1. The critical values are 0 for the vacua
at ∞, and

W (eX − 1 = �) = (1 + �)2
�2 + 1

�2 = (1 + �)2(1 + �−2) = (1 + �)3

=

{
8 � = 1
(−�2)3 ≡ −1 � �= 1.

(B.7)

Thus, all critical values are real (and hence aligned). There are no
solitons between the two vacua at infinity, nor between the two vacua at
eX = 1 + e±2πi/3. Moreover, complex conjugation exchanges these last two
vacua, and hence the number of soliton from each of these two vacua and
the other vacua are equal.

Setting y = e−X , the equation W (X) = w becomes the quartic equation

(B.8) y4 − 2y3 + (1 + 2/w)y2 + 2 y/w − 1/w = 0

whose discriminant is

(B.9) −16 (w − 8)(w + 1)2/w5.

Consider the solitons between infinity and the vacuum 0. In the W–plane
they corresponds to the segment 0 ≤ w ≤ 8 on the real axis. For w ∼ 0 real
positive, (B.8) gives y ∼ ζ w−1/4, where ζ is a fourth–root of 1. Thus, for
w ∼ 0+ we have one real positive, one real negative, and a pair of complex
conjugate roots. Given that the constant term of (B.8) never vanishes, this
configuration of roots (one positive, one negative, a pair of conjugate ones)
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will persists as we move w along the real axis until we get at the first zero of
the discriminant at w = 8. Here the two complex roots come together and
become real. Indeed, at w = 8 the roots of (B.8) are

(B.10) y = 1/2, 1/2, (1 −
√

3)/2, (1 +
√

3)/2,

and the two solutions which becomes purely imaginary as w → 0+, both
have limit y = 1/2 as w → 8. The other two roots at w = 8 corresponds to
the two real roots at w ∼ 0, respectively negative and positive.

y = 1/2, corresponds to eX = 2, that is to the vacuum 0. Therefore, the
two imaginary roots of (B.8) over the segment 0 ≤ w ≤ 8 in the W–plane
are precisely two BPS states connecting vacuum 0 to, respectively, ∞1 and
∞2, where these two vacua correspond to eX = ∓i w1/4, as w → 0.

In the W–plane, the solitons from infinity to eX = 1+ e2πi/3 correspond
to the segment −1,≤ w ≤ 0 on the real axis. For w ∼ 0 real and negative
we have from (B.8) y ∼ ζ |w|−1/4 where ζ is a fourth–root of −1. Thus for
w ∼ 0− we have two pairs of complex conjugate roots with phases ±i and,
respectively, e±iπ/4.

As we decrease w from 0 to −1 these pairs of complex roots will not
mix, since the discriminant is not zero, until we reach w = −1 where
the discriminant has a double zero. There the two complex pair — while
remaining complex — gets together. Indeed, the roots of equation (B.8)
with t = −1 are

(B.11) y = eπi/3, eπi/3, e−πi/3, e−πi/3.

One has e∓πi/3 = 1+ e∓2πi/3. Hence two of the soliton starting from infinity
will reach each complex classical vacua.

Finally, the solitons between eX = 2 and eX = 1 + � correspond to the
segment −1 ≤ w ≤ 0 on the real axis. But these all passes through infinity.
So no soliton here.

In conclusion, the above results suggest the following form for the quiver
(where the nodes are labelled by the values of eX)

(B.12)

eπi/3 e−πi/3

01

2

02

��
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���
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���
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���

� ��

��1111111111 ��==
==

==
==

==

which is mutation–equivalent to D̂4.

B.3. LG with W (X) = ℘′(X). Let ℘(z) be the Weierstrass function

(B.13) (℘′)2 = 4 ℘3 − g2 ℘ − g3.
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where the cubic polynomial in the rhs has non–vanishing determinant
Δ �= 0. We consider a LG model with the field X taking value on the corre-
sponding torus and superpotential W (X) = ℘′(X). The vacuum condition
is

(B.14) 0 = W ′(X) = 6 ℘(X)2 − 1
2

g2.

The function in the rhs has a pole of order 4 at the origin, and hence four
zeros.

Lemma. For g2 �= 0, all four classical vacua are massive (and hence
distinct). Between any two vacua, the absolute number of BPS solitons is
either 1 or 2.

Proof. Indeed, W ′′ = 12 ℘(X) ℘′(X). At a vacuum ℘(X) = ±
√

g2/12,
and hence ℘(X) �= 0. is non–zero. Then, in order to have W ′(X) = W ′′(X) =
0, we must have ℘′(X) = 0 and hence

(B.15) 0 = 4℘4 − g2 ℘ − g3 = ±
√

g2/12
(
4g2/12 − g2

)
− g3

or

(B.16) 0 = g2
3 − 1

12
· 4
9

· g3
2 = − Δ

432
�= 0,

which is absurd. Then the four vacua are ±X± where ℘(X±) = ±
√

g2/12.
Let W± = ℘′(X±). Consider the elliptic functions Fε,ε′(X) = ℘′(X) −

ε Wε′ , where ε, ε′ = ±. These meromorphic functions have a pole of order
3 at the origin, and hence should have three zeros on the torus whose sum
must give zero. One the other hand,

(B.17) Fε,ε′(εXε′) = 0, F ′
ε,ε′(εXε′) ≡ ℘′′(εXε′) = 0,

and hence Fε,ε′(X) has a double zero at εXε′ .
Consider now the inverse image of the segment in W plane between the

points εWε′ and ε̃Wε̃′ ; it may be written as

(B.18) (1 − t) Fε,ε′ + t Fε̃,ε̃′ = 0 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.

For each t in the open interval 0 < t < 1, we have three values of X (modulo
periods) which satisfy this equation. Moreover, these values are all distinct,
except at t = 0, 1, where two of the three values will go to the critical point
εXε′ and, respectively, to ε̃Xε̃′ while the third root approaches at −2εXε′

and −2ε̃Xε̃′ , respectively. Let X(1)(t), X(2)(t) be the two solutions which for
t = 0 go to the classical vacuum εXε′ . Two things may happen: either both
X(1)(t), X(2)(t) go to ε̃Xε̃′ as t → 1, or one of the two go to the third root
−2ε̃Xε̃′ while the other one will necessarily go to ε̃Xε̃′ . �

To simplify the analysis, we consider a special case with enhanced sym-
metry, namely a lemniscatic (square) torus with periods (1, i), corresponding
to g3 = 0, g2 = Γ(1/4)8/16π2. Then ℘′(iX) = i ℘′(X), and the model has
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a Z4 symmetry, X → i X, under which the four (distinct) vacua form an
orbit. The four vacua are at

(B.19) Xk = ik−2
(

1
2

+ i α

)
, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, α ≈ 0.1988783 ∈ R.

The critical values form a square in W–plane with vertices at

(B.20) W (Xk) = ik−1 a, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, a ≈ 22.3682 ∈ R.

By the Z4 symmetry, it is enough to determine the number of BPS
states along a side and a diagonal of this square. Consider the diagonal
corresponding to the segment along the imaginary axis from −ia to +ia; a
diagonal soliton is a curve on the torus connecting 1/2−iα to 1/2+iα which
maps to this segment in the W–plane. Let the X–plane be the universal cover
of the torus. Along the straight–line 1/2 + iR the function ℘′(X) is purely
imaginary, so the segment in the X–plane connecting 1/2− iα to 1/2+ iα is
mapped into the diagonal of the square, and hence it is a soliton. Likewise,
the segment in the X plane from 1/2− iα to 1/2− i(1−α) is also a segment
betwen the same two vacua on the torus. So there are at least two solitons
along each diagonal; since there cannot be more than two by the lemma, we
conclude that along the diagonal we have precisely two solitons.

It remains to determine the number μ of solitons along the sides of the
square. We have |μ| = 1, 2 by the lemma. In order to get μ, we may use
the general classification of Z4 symmetric models in [1]. Eqn.(8.5) of ref. [1]
implies that

(B.21) Q(z) ≡ z4 + μ z3 ± 2 z2 + (−1)q+1μ z + (−1)q+1

should be a product of cyclotomic polynomials for some choice of signs ±
and (−1)q. The solutions to this condition with μ = ±1,±2 are

Φ3(z) Φ4(z) = z4 + z3 + 2z2 + z + 1(B.22)

Φ6(z) Φ4(z) = z4 − z3 + 2z2 − z + 1(B.23)

Φ4(z) Φ1(z)2 = z4 − 2z3 + 2z2 − 2z + 1(B.24)

Φ4(z) Φ2(z)2 = z4 + 2z3 + 2z2 + 2z + 1(B.25)

which also implies (−1)q = −1. Then eqn.(8.4) of ref. [1] gives for the
characteristic polynomial of the 2d monodromy M

(B.26) det[z − M ] =

{
Φ3(−z) Φ1(−z)2 |μ| = 1
Φ1(−z)4 |μ| = 2.

The second case corresponds to the four point correlation of the Ising model.
The spectrum of M is not compatible with a unitary theory with ĉuv ≤ 1.

The first case of eqn.(B.26) is perfectly compatible with a AF model with
ĉuv = 1, and having four chiral primary operators of dimension in the UV 0,
1/3, 2/3 and 1. Since the two allowed deformations of W (X), namely ℘(X)
and ζ(X), are expected to have UV dimensions 2/3 and 1/3, respectively,
this solution must correspond to the model W (X) = ℘′(X).
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Then we learn that along the sides of the critical square in the W–plane
we have just one soliton, |μ| = 1.

The quiver

We write the elements Sθ of the Stokes group corresponding to the
four BPS rays eiθ in the lower half plane, as borrowed from section 8 of
ref.[classification] for the relavant Z4–symmetric model24

S0 = 1 − 2 E3,1 S−π/4 = 1 − E2,1 + E3,4(B.27)

S−π/2 = 1 + 2E2,4 S−3π/4 = 1 − E1,4 − E2,3(B.28)

where (Eij)kl is the matrix which is 1 for k = i, l = j and zero otherwise. One
has (the conventions of [classification] correspond to a taking the product of
the Sθ in the clockwise order)

(B.29) S ≡ S−3π/4 S−π/2 S−π/4 S0 =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0 −1
1 1 −1 1

−2 0 1 1
0 0 0 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ .

and then

(B.30) B ≡ S − St =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 −1 2 −1
1 0 −1 1

−2 1 0 1
1 −1 −1 0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,

which corresponds to the quiver

(B.31)

1

�� ��

2��

��

3 ��

������������������
4

������������������

which is the one associated to the unique ideal triangulation of a torus with
a boundary having a marked point. If we change the half–plane used to
define B, nothing is going to change: in fact by Z4 symmetry, we have only
to check the rotation of the half–plane by −π/4; this amounts to replacing

(B.32) S → S′ = I3 (S−1
0 )t S S−1

0 I3

24 With respect to that reference, we change the sign to vacua 3 and 4, which is
natural since the topological metric η changes sign as X ↔ −X.
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(where I3 = diag(1, 1,−1, 1) just a vacuum sign redefinition to reestablish
the correct conventions). Then B′ = S′ − (S′)t gives the quiver

(B.33)

3
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2��

��
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������������������
4
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which is the same as before, up to a relabeling of the nodes.
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